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For over ten years, two General Maxi-Rooters have been the go-to
machines for A. Pederson’s Plumbing of Dallas, Oregon. “There’s nothing
quite built like the Maxi-Rooter—it’s built like a tank,” says Pederson
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Clogs and duracable

YOU CAN COUNT ON DURACABLE TO GET YOU THE RIGHT PRODUCTS, RECOMMEND
A SOLUTION OR TALK YOU THROUGH A TIGHT SPOT. FROM RELIABLE DRAIN CARE TO QUALITY-TESTED &
WARRANTY-BACKED MACHINES AND CABLES, WE’VE

DURACABLE.COM

-------

GOT YOUR BACK.

-------

800.247.4081

From
the Editor
// Kim Peterson

IT ALL ADDS UP
Small changes in the way you operate can end up making a big difference

Y

OU PROBABLY HAD TO MAKE SOME CHANGES
during 2020. Most businesses had to make adjustments
of some kind or another — added safety procedures
during service calls during the pandemic, or maybe a
change in services and staffing levels.
Whether some of these changes are permanent as we enter a new
year is yet to be seen. But the point remains that you addressed those
challenges, and did what was necessary to push forward.
Master Rooter, one of the companies featured in this month’s
issue of Cleaner, faced all the challenges of last year as a very new

QU I K -C OAT I N G S Y S T E M

FOR DRAIN, WASTE AND VEN T PIPES

RESTORE YOUR
PIPES TO LIKE
NEW CONDITION
5-Minute Dry Time
Great for Multiple Tie-Ins
Easy to Use and Portable
IAPMO AND
UPC APPROVED

w w w . P i p e L i n i n g S u p p l y. c o m

C O N TA C T U S i nf o @ p i p e l i n i n g s u p p l y. c o m o r c a l l 888-354-6464
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Email me with comments,
questions or opinions at
editor@cleaner.com

company. It’s not what owner Jason Lohoff expected from his first year
in business. With almost half of his work coming from commercial
drain cleaning accounts — a lot of businesses like restaurants and
bars that immediately saw an impact at the start of the pandemic —
Lohoff knew he had to act fast to keep his business alive.
He made a couple changes that refocused the direction of the
company and redirected advertising dollars online. His plan worked
and Master Rooter is thriving. The key was committing to those
changes once the new course was set.
You don’t necessarily need to make sweeping, drastic changes
to see success. Sometimes small changes can make a surprising
impact. Take a look at where you can make small improvements and
put them into action right away.
Maybe you want to improve the way you train your technicians,
or create a script for how you want each service call to be handled
in order to maximize customer satisfaction. The profile on Pronto
Plumbing this month gives some great tips for how to do that.
Something as simple as asking your technicians to greet customers
a certain way can make a big difference, and maybe earn you
repeat business.
This month’s Tech Perspective discusses another easy way to
improve efficiency and profitability with GPS fleet tracking. Keeping
drivers accountable is proven to increase efficiency and can reduce
fuel costs. On the plus side for employees, the use of such GPS
tracking systems helps verify on-time arrival at customer sites.
Money Machines features new asset-tracking technology that means
you’ll never waste time again searching for a lost tool or figuring out
which truck currently carries which inspection camera.
There are countless small ways to simplify and improve the way
you do business, a little bit at a time.
As you flip through these pages, you’ll notice some changes
here, too. The contents won’t be different, but the layout has been
given a refreshing makeover by our graphic designer, Keri Heibel. It
features some bolder graphics and streamlined product pages.
A lot of the changes are subtle improvements. You might not
have noticed some of them if I didn’t point them out. But small
changes can add up to make a big difference.
I hope you enjoy this month’s issue. C

©2020 Ridge Tool Company. All rights reserved. All other trademarks belong to their respective holders.
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TAKE CONTROL.

INTRODUCING RELIABLE STREAMING & CAMERA
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Camera Reel
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TESTED BY

FIRE

JASON LOHOFF LEARNED TO MAKE CHANGES AND ADAPT QUICKLY WHEN
HE FACED A PANDEMIC AND RECESSION HIS FIRST YEAR IN BUSINESS
// By Giles Lambertson
JASON LOHOFF HAD NO IDEA WHAT CHALLENGES HE WOULD FACE IN HIS FIRST YEAR OF
business. With his years of plumbing experience and advice from his father, Lohoff hit the ground running. About
six months later, the pandemic hit and he had to make some quick changes in order for his business to survive.
Lohoff opened Master Rooter, his full-service plumbing and drain business in Mesa, Arizona, part of the
Phoenix metro area, in mid-2019. His father had been a plumber in the Valley of the Sun and, as a boy, Lohoff had
accompanied him on service calls. “I was his first employee,” Lohoff says with a laugh, recalling teenage years
assisting in his father’s one-man firm.
Lohoff went on to accumulate a wealth of experience working at other companies, which prepared him to
meet unexpected challenges — such as pandemic lockdowns — head on.

Photography by Mark Henle

MASTER ROOTER
MESA, ARIZONA

OWNER JASON LOHOFF
YEARS IN BUSINESS 1.5
EMPLOYEES 32
Master Rooter
technician Vlad Shelley
snakes a residential lateral
line with a RIDGID drain
cleaning machine.

SERVICES Drain cleaning and repair, pipe bursting and pipe lining,

commercial and residential plumbing
SERVICE AREA Phoenix metro area and Prescott-Prescott ValleyDewey-Humboldt, Chino Valley area of central Arizona
WEBSITE www.masterrooteraz.com
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Technician
George Berber
(right) works with
laborer Lawrence
Wallace on a sewer
line replacement
at a residence in
Phoenix, Arizona.

“PEOPLE TEND TO THINK THAT YOU DON’T HAVE A
BOSS WHEN YOU ARE SELF-EMPLOYED. IN REALITY,
I HAVE THOUSANDS OF BOSSES AND WE TRY TO
TREAT EVERY CUSTOMER AS IF HE IS THE OWNER.”
JASON LOHOFF

Service manager
Ry Corral inspects
a line with a RIDGID
SeeSnake.
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COME BACK STRONGER
When a drainpipe fails, it either is repaired or replaced and,
ultimately, the line is stronger. Lohoff’s first attempt as a young man to
open a plumbing house failed when his marriage did. Rather than wallow
in professional disappointment, he spent the next decade working for
other Phoenix plumbing firms, honing his managerial instincts and
building out his skill set as a problem-solver.
“I worked in all the positions, worked all the plumbing jobs,”
he recalls of those years. Lohoff helped grow one company from five
service vans into one with 18 trucks rolling out the door. At another
firm, business volume expanded on his watch — as did truck fleet size,
swelling from 12 to 50. From those experiences, Lohoff came away with
fundamental ideas about running a plumbing business.
“First of all, plumbing is what we do and we need to know how to
do it,” he says, “but how you run the business side of it is so critical.
How you treat your employees. How you operate the company overall. I
learned not only what to do, I learned what not to do.”

too, is atypical. “In the Phoenix marketplace, I would say 80% of residential plumbers
don’t understand natural gas repair or installation. They don’t understand acceptable
pressures and meters, the whole concept,” Lohoff says.
Because gas line work in Phoenix can be undertaken by anyone with a standard plumbing license, the quality of such work is uneven, Lahoff says. “About half of our gas line jobs
are going in and fixing handyman-type repairs, including some by other plumbers.”
COOL IN A CRISIS
As 2019 ended, Master Rooter was rolling along. Drain cleaning accounted for about
90% of its workload, with half of that commercial. The future seemed assured. Then the
virus arrived and Master Rooter immediately felt its arrival.

He also became convinced of the truth of
some advice shared by his father many years before. “My dad used to tell me that I had better
appreciate every customer I have. People tend
to think that you don’t have a boss when you
are self-employed. In reality, I have thousands
of bosses and we try to treat every customer as if
he is the owner. Treat your customers right, Dad
would say, and you’ll be able to feed the family.”
Finally, in 2019, Lohoff took his accumulated experience and invested it in a new company
called Master Rooter. The firm offered plumbing services to residential and light commercial
customers. Drain cleaning and repair was the
company’s main focus then and remains so today — including replacement of underground
lines using pipe bursting technology.
Even for a full-service plumbing company,
offering pipe bursting as a plumbing repair option was still somewhat unusual in 2020, but
the trenchless industry has growing presence in
the market. Lohoff relies on TRIC Tools lateral
sewer pipe pipe bursting tools for that work.
His brand-new company also offered
natural gas line repair and replacement. That,
www.cleaner.com | Since 1985 | January 2021
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Lawrence
Wallace adds fill
over a sewer line
replacement job
at a residence in
Phoenix, Arizona.

VALUING THE TRADES

S

“We didn’t see a tremendous slump, but we quickly noticed that, though
we could finish commercial jobs we had, new jobs weren’t coming in,” Lohoff
says. “Commercial accounts such as restaurants and bars began a quick and
steady decline. Some of them even had to close. That meant not only the loss
of future revenue but also, when the billing cycle ended, we had to work with
clients about getting paid for work done in the previous 90 days.”
But a crisis can turn into opportunity when you keep your head in the
game. Lohoff says he reacted quickly. “We didn’t sit on our hands too long.
We had to be fairly proactive. Some smaller plumbing shops that were geared
toward commercial work went under.”
He responded in two ways. First, Master Rooter re-emphasized its
commitment to drain cleaning service in all its forms. It particularly targeted
residential customers because COVID-19 was sending people home to work.
The company redirected much of its advertising dollars online to create a
prominent internet presence when home-bound employees overtaxed their
facilities and searched the web for help.
The other initiative occurred about six months ago when the company
introduced cured-in-place pipe lining. Instead of shrinking its number
of services, it expanded them. And with the addition of Perma-Liner, the
company offered a full gamut of solutions for faulty pipelines — spot repair a
pipe, burst and replace it, or preserve it with a new felt liner.
Today, about three-quarters of Master Rooter work is drainline-related —
CONTINUED >>
18 Cleaner | January 2021

uccessful entrepreneurs are curious, opportunistic
and driven. They thrive on finding new ways to
do things or leveraging new markets with new
products. Jason Lohoff is a textbook entrepreneur.
Lohoff opened Master Rooter in the Phoenix area
about 18 months ago, determined to build a new
plumbing business in a mature market. The metro
area has more than 4 million people who are served
by some 128,000 businesses, including more than a
few plumbers. No matter. Plumbing is what he wanted
to do.
Lohoff’s father was a plumber, too. He advised his
son to go to college and work toward landing a highpaying office job instead of following in his footsteps.
Lohoff wasn’t keen on the idea. “I grew up in the trade
and worked with my dad all the way through high
school. I did go to college for a while, but it just didn’t
have the attraction for me that I had for plumbing.”
He got a rush from going out on plumbing service
calls, interacting with customers and resolving issues.
“I like the problem-solving part of it, especially in drain
work,” he says. “When there’s a large project that can’t
be figured out and requires a true professional take on
the situation, I love it. Offering a feasible solution in
such a situation is one of my favorite parts of the job.”
Master Rooter recently landed a pipe lining job at
a condominium complex with eight buildings. By the
terms of the contract, no units were to be shut down
longer than 12 hours at a stretch and general disruption
of condo residents was to be avoided. “How do you
make that happen? That was my challenge and my team
is great at being able to do something like that.”
The growth of Master Rooter now requires that
Lohoff spend more hours in the office than he prefers,
but he still visits larger projects. “I might only be at a
site for an hour or two but I want to check in. I gave the
quote and came up with a solution and I want to make
sure it’s implemented properly,” he says.
Lohoff admits to being passionate about plumbing
and believes every young person should be able to
follow his or her passion — including into a trade. “I
see so many people pushing their kids to go to college
when sometimes a kid has no direction when he does.
I’m a big proponent of trades and trade schools and
validating tradespeople as they used to be valued. It’s a
great honor to work in this or many other trades.”
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clearing, jetting, repairing, replacing or lining. Lohoff expects that
to remain the case moving forward. “Drains as an overall category
is about right for us. We will continue to reinvest in the company
and to grow the volume of work — we’ve seen a change already. But
as we grow, I think the percentage of drain work will remain about
the same. It’s kind of what we are built for as a company.”
WELL EQUIPPED
Master Rooter has grown quickly for a relatively new company,
and now has 32 employees and 13 service vans. It initially got by
cleaning drains with a Spartan Tool 738 jetter, which is a trailermounted unit that can pump 12 gpm at 2,000 psi. But a second
jetter — the Spartan 758, capable of pumping 12 gpm at 3,000 psi
— was purchased in November to keep ahead of jetting demand.
TRIC hydraulic pumps and pulling units for pipe bursting
had been available to service techs from the moment the company
opened its doors, but now that equipment shares space with
the Perma-Liner hydraulic pumps and push, pull and inversion
equipment. Other equipment includes four RIDGID SeeSnake
cameras, the smallest a Mini with the high dynamic range sensor
for clear photos in murky conditions.

Some of the Master Rooter crew with owner, Jason Lohoff (second from
left). Lohoff expects a lot of his employees, but works hard to foster a good
work environment for them. He says they always try to help each other out
and treat everyone like family.
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Service manager Ry Corral
confirms a line location with a
RIDGID locator.

The company is light on
excavation equipment. There’s
a Bobcat skid-steer, but no
mini-excavator. Lohoff opts
to hand-dig most jobs rather
than risk damaging underground utility lines.
The best indicator of the company’s expansion, however, is
the October 2020 opening of a new branch facility in north-central
Arizona. The Prescott office will serve the Prescott Valley, DeweyHumboldt, Chino Valley market about 90 minutes north of Phoenix
just off Interstate 17. Lohoff says that area is growing.
“It has a lot of new homes going up and it is close enough
that it’s feasible to manage it from Phoenix. The market there is
underserved, which one of my employees discovered after he bought
a cabin, tried to get some plumbing service and found available
plumbing companies were booking three and four days out.” Lohoff
has three company employees developing the new market.
He cross-trains plumbers to give his staff more flexibility
in responding to service calls. The exception to that is pipeline
inspections. “The camera work is as much art as science, in my
way of thinking. You really have to know how to read the results of
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“WE DIDN’T SIT ON OUR HANDS TOO LONG. WE
HAD TO BE FAIRLY PROACTIVE. SOME SMALLER
PLUMBING SHOPS THAT WERE GEARED
TOWARD COMMERCIAL WORK WENT UNDER.”
JASON LOHOFF
an inspection.” Four employees
handle camera assignments
under the supervision of two
senior technicians.
The 41-year-old company
owner is pegging his future success on treating his employees
fairly. “We work at fostering a
good working environment for
our employees. We expect a lot
of them and try to retain top talent by treating everyone as family. From the newest to the most
seasoned, we always try to help
each other out. I think that’s a
huge key to growing our business the right way.” C

FEATURED EQUIPMENT
PERMA-LINER
INDUSTRIES, LLC
866-336-2568
www.perma-liner.com

RIDGID

800-474-3443
www.ridgid.com
(See ad page 9)

SPARTAN TOOL LLC
800-435-3866
www.spartantool.com
(See ad page 68)

RFI’s

Rotor/
Stator Pump
and

Spinning
Nozzles

for cementitious and epoxy
repairs to manholes and pipes.

TRIC TOOLS, INC.

631-752-8899

888-883-8742
www.trictools.com

495 Smith St, Farmingdale, NY 11735

rficp@optonline.net
www.rficonstructionproducts.com
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Pressure Washers & Drain Jetting Equipment
Van Mount Cold Water Jetter
VM4007H

8,995

$

STB2712H

VM2712H

9,599

$

n
n
n

n
n
n

VM4007H

7 gpm @ 4000 psi
400' x 3/8" hose on DC Reel
690cc Honda
12 gpm @ 2700 psi
400' x ½" hose on DC Reel
690cc Honda

Hot Water Cargo Van Jetter
CV4007H-HOT

15,299

$

CV2712H-HOT

15,995

$

n
n
n

n
n
n

7 gpm @ 4000 psi
400' x 3/8" hose on DC Reel
690cc Honda
12 gpm @ 2700 psi
400' x ½" hose on DC Reel
690cc Honda

Trailer Models

STB2712H

15,099

$$

STB4012K-P00163

21,429

$$

TT4 Series

44,500

$$

TT4 Series

n
n
n

n
n
n

n
n
n

12 gpm @ 2700 psi
400' x ½" hose on DC Reel
690cc Honda
12 gpm @ 4000 psi
400' x ½" hose on DC Reel
999cc Kohler
18 gpm @ 4000 psi
500' x ½" hose/hydraulic reel
74 hp turbo intercooled HATZ Diesel

CV4007H-Hot

Kohler powered models available, call for pricing 800-648-5011
Looking for smaller or larger models? See all the jetting equipment at www.camspray.com

We Custom Build
Machines To
Your Specifications!

800-648-5011 | www.camspray.com | sales@camspray.com

FORBEST PRODUCTS CO.
Pan-Tilt
Color Camera

Detachable Spring Kit
with or without Built-in
512 Hz Sonde

1

10" LCD Screen

HAPPY
NEW YEAR!

HUGE

DISCOUNT ON

REFURBISHED

Happy New Deals!

ITEMS!

Call 510-226-7988
for details.

Model: FB-PIC4188MY/HG-130

Starting At:
$1799

$

2
3
9mm 200'/400'
Cable & Reel

Footage (Meter)
Counter

Western USA:

4

Built-in
USB
& SD

Joystick to
operate the
Pan-Tilt Functions

1529

• 1" Camera Head with
512Hz Transmitter
• 10" (16:9) 600P
High Quality Image
• 130' Push Cable
with/without
Footage Counter
Hurry!

Limited quantity
available

Typing & Editing

Eastern USA:

• For US Customers Only
• Deal Valid Until 01/31/2021

1 YEAR

WARRANTY

Canada:

44130 Old Warm Springs Blvd, Fremont, CA 94538 701 Dawson Dr, Newark, DE 19713 44 E Beaver Creek Rd, Unit 6, Richmond Hill, ON L4B 1G8
TF: 1 877 369 1199 P: 510 226 7988
TF: 1 877 369 1199 P: 905 709 6226
www.forbestgroup.com
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MONEY
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TAX RELIEF FOR PAID LEAVE
A 2020 act gives employers tax credits to help pay for paid sick or child
care leave provided during the pandemic // By Kyle Rogers

T

HE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC HAS CREATED A
challenging climate for small businesses. Financial
concerns are butting up against public health interests.
With that challenge in mind, the federal government
early in 2020 enacted the Families First Coronavirus Response Act. The act applies to businesses with fewer than 500 employees. It allows for employees to receive paid sick leave, while giving

employers the means to handle that paid leave through tax credits.
Here’s a breakdown of how it works according to information
from the U.S. Department of Labor and the IRS.
FOR EMPLOYEES
Employees can receive up to 80 hours of paid sick leave at 100%
of their regular pay rate if they’re unable to work due to quarantine

“We Just Made The
BEST Test Plugs
Better!”

or they are experiencing COVID-19 symptoms and are seeking a
diagnosis.
The paid leave is reduced to two-thirds of an employee’s regular
wages if they’re caring for a person under quarantine, caring for a child
whose school or child care provider is closed or unavailable for reasons
related to COVID-19, or experiencing substantially similar conditions
as specified by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
If necessary, an employee unable to work due to the child care
provision is also eligible for an additional 10 weeks of paid leave at
two-thirds of their pay.
For the initial two weeks, part-time employees are eligible for paid
leave for the average number of hours they work over a two-week period.
For the additional 10 weeks allowed under the child care provision,
part-time employees are eligible for paid leave for the number of hours
they normally would’ve worked over that period.
FOR EMPLOYERS
To assist businesses in providing employees paid sick leave, there
are two tax credits available.
With the paid sick leave credit, employers are eligible for a refund
at an employee’s regular rate of pay up to $511 per day for a total of 10
days. This is for employees who are in quarantine or have COVID-19
symptoms and are seeking a diagnosis. For paid leave related to
child care, employers can claim a reimbursement for two-thirds of an

employee’s regular rate of pay up to $200 per day for 10 days. Employers
are also entitled to an additional tax credit based on costs to maintain
health insurance coverage for the employee during the leave period.
The second available credit gives employers relief for covering
paid leave for workers using the additional 10 weeks provided by the
child care provision. The same rate of two-thirds of an employee’s
pay up to $200 per day applies, for a total cap of $10,000.

WITH THE PAID SICK LEAVE CREDIT, EMPLOYERS
ARE ELIGIBLE FOR A REFUND AT AN EMPLOYEE’S
REGULAR RATE OF PAY UP TO $511 PER DAY
FOR A TOTAL OF 10 DAYS.
To take immediate advantage of the credits, businesses should
use funds for the paid leave that they otherwise would have paid to
the IRS in payroll taxes. If those don’t sufficiently cover the cost of
paid leave, however, employers can request an expedited advance
from the IRS by submitting a claim form.
For example, a business required to pay $5,000 in sick leave that
would have had to normally deposit $8,000 in payroll taxes can
instead use those tax savings to make the sick leave payments. The
remaining $3,000 is all that would have to be deposited for taxes.
CONTINUED >>

MONEY
MANAGER
On the other hand, if a business has the same amount of $8,000
to deposit for payroll taxes but is paying out $10,000 in sick leave, it
can use the entirety of those tax savings to cover the paid leave. The
business would then have to file a claim for reimbursement on the
remaining $2,000.
OTHER ITEMS OF NOTE
Eligible employers can claim the tax credits based on the paid
leave they provided between April 1 and Dec. 31, 2020.
Businesses with fewer than 50 employees could qualify for an
exemption from the paid leave requirements related to child care if
those requirements would jeopardize a business’s ability to continue.
All of the paid leave amounts are also available for self-employed
individuals under similar circumstances. Credits are claimed on the
income tax return.
Whether a company meets the under-500-employee threshold for
compliance depends on its employee count at the time the employee(s)
need to take paid leave. Companies hovering around 500 need to
keep careful watch. If a company is initially over 500 but later drops
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under and an employee
still needs paid leave, it
now needs to comply.
However, if an employee
is receiving paid leave
and then the company adds to its staffing numbers putting it over 500,
it does not affect that employee’s right to continue on paid leave.
Employees have a right to paid leave for the purposes of child care
if their child’s school is operating under a hybrid schedule of some
virtual learning and some in-person instruction. The school is deemed
“closed” on those virtual learning days and an employee can receive
paid leave. But if a school is fully open and the employee has elected to
do virtual learning for the child after being given the choice, paid leave
for child care does not apply under the Families First Coronavirus
Response Act.
Employers need to retain any documentation that supports
employees’ paid leave and the associated tax credits for four years.
Further guidance about the Families First Coronavirus Response
Act and the related tax relief is available at www.irs.gov/coronavirus. C

ALLAN J. COLEMAN

Call us today!
Chicago 773-728-2400
Phoenix 602-638-0600

SINCE
SINCE 1905
1905

5725 N. Ravenswood Ave. • Chicago, IL 60660
6003S 40th St., Ste. #5 • Phoenix, AZ 85042

info@allanjcoleman.com•www.allanjcoleman.com

OLDEST NAME IN THE BUSINESS — OVER 115 YEARS OLD
SeeSnake® TruSense™ Camera Reel
FLEXSHAFT, K9-306

• High dynamic
range (HDR) offers
bright, clear inpipe imaging
• TiltSense displays
the pitch in a pipe

• 3" - 6" Pipes
• Includes: 125' of 3/8" cable and kit
• Faster setup and cleanup, quick cleaning

FLEXSHAFT, K9-204
• 2" - 4" Pipes
• Includes: 70' of 5/16" cable and kit
• Faster setup and cleanup, quick cleaning,
and cordless convenience

Monitor

FLEXSHAFT, K9-102

• Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
• Large High Resolution 12.1” display
• Dual Battery Power – two batteries
can be installed for maximum runtime
• Capture images and video directly
to a USB drive
• Stream or Record to an iOS
or Android phone or tablet

• 1 1/4" - 2" Pipes
• Includes: 50' of 1/4" cable and kit
• Faster setup and cleanup, quick cleaning, and
cordless convenience for additional time savings

SR-24
Line Locator with
Bluetooth ® and GPS

VERSA Digital Recording
Monitor With Wi-Fi
• A high and low monitor mounting position
and pivoting frame lets users tilt the monitor
to the desired angle for optimal viewing.
The sunshade remains open in all situations
for glare reduction

• Omnidirectional antennas
• Large display • Built-In GPS
• Bluetooth® technology
• Smartphone/Tablet App
• Can trace any frequency from
10 Hz to 35,000 Hz

SeekTech ®
SR-20
SeekTech uses omni-directional
antennas, guidance arrows
and an easy to read
mapping display.

• 5.7" daylight viewable screen.
TruSense™ compatible

NaviTrack®
Scout®
Scout is designed to solve
demanding remote transmitter
(sonde) locates using multidirectional locating technology.

• Docks to the Compact 2/C40/M40 camera
reels for efficient transport, storage,
and operation, and can be used
mounted or unmounted
• Operates on one 18 V battery
or AC power adapter
• Capture images and video directly
to a USB drive

We Have RIDGID

Parts!

Authorized SeeSnake Repair Center
THE BEST SERVICE AND FAST TURN AROUND!

If you buy the best, you are only sorry once!

Buy Online at

AllanJColeman.com

More choices, more solutions,
more innovation. That’s Ratech.
4 One-Touch USB recorder or SD recorder
4 10.4" sunlight-readable LCD
4 Built-in Lithium Ion battery
4 Wi-Fi connectivity-record direct to

Control unit
can be
mounted
to reel.

4 ¾" micro camera compatible
4 Pan n’ Tilt push camera compatible
4 Authorized service centers nation-wide

smartphone or tablet

4 100'- 400' Premium Gel Rod™ Push cable
4 1.375" dia. Self-leveling camera
4 Keyboard, footage counter,
512Hz sonde

ELECTRONICS

Video Pipeline Inspection Systems

Pan n’ Tilt Push Camera

(Includes Reel and Remote Control)

For more information on these or other products call toll free:
1-800-461-9200 or 905-660-7072 www.ratech-electronics.com
Upload your inspection videos to

Ask us HOW?

MANUFACTURING SEWER CAMERAS SINCE 1981.
RAT080 Cleaner Mag Ad_HLFpg_v4.indd 1
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SAFE AND EFFECTIVE

TEAM COMMUNICATION
AT SOCIAL DISTANCE

Proven team communication
solutions for the “new normal”

Learn more at
soneticscorp.com/new-normal

Communicate safely at social distance to move projects forward, avoid work
stoppages, and effectively train new employees.

Better
Business
Maria Church

DEALING WITH UNCERTAINTY
As a leader, it’s important to embrace challenges and find opportunity
in the midst of uncertainty // By Maria Church

L

EADERS ARE OFTEN EXPECTED TO HAVE ALL
the answers. Not only is this an expectation shared by
many, it is regularly self-imposed. If you do not have the
answer to a leadership challenge, you may possibly feel
inadequate or uncertain and vulnerable. None of these
emotions feels good and are often frowned upon in the workplace
— or so you may have been taught.
Are you really never supposed to experience uncertainty as a
leader? You are a human being and hard-wired for struggle — stuff
happens. You are comprised of all the good, bad and ugly that comes
with being a human, which is not the Hollywood version of leaders
who ride into the scene to save the day. And with your humanness,
you will sometimes — or many times — feel uncertain about your
abilities.
How do you work with uncertainty and vulnerability without
going crazy? Follow these five steps which will assist you during
these times:
1. EMBRACE UNCERTAINTY AND VULNERABILITY
Reach into any doubts and fears you have and pull out all the
anxieties and doubts. What do most leaders do with this uncertainty?
Well, bury it of course. This strategy of burying and numbing may
work for a while, until it shows up again as illness, ulcers or worse.
Why do you think people in leadership roles are so stressed, obese
and addicted? It is because feelings get buried and numbed.
The interesting thing about the numbing strategy is that when
you numb your “bad” feelings such as uncertainty, vulnerability,
doubt and fear you are also numbing your “good” feelings of joy,
peace and gratitude.
2. STAY PRESENT
Do not worry about the future or live in the past. The only
moment you have to live in is the present one, so why waste it? The
nature of uncertainty is that the future is unknown. Time spent
fretting about what might happen is just an exercise in fiction.
30
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What does living in and embracing the present moment bring?
This moment of uncertainty and vulnerability is where creativity, joy
and beauty are found. Great work is created in the vulnerable state
of uncertainty and presence in the moment. Walking through the
door of uncertainty and vulnerability is full of endless possibilities
because this is the location of your true, authentic self. Peace is
found in authenticity.

YOUR THOUGHTS ARE A POWERFUL FORCE,
SO BE INTENTIONAL AND STRATEGIC
ABOUT WHERE YOU PUT YOUR FOCUS.

3. STAY IN YOUR OWN LANE
When you start to compare yourself to others, you set yourself up
for failure. It is not because you cannot be as successful as someone
else can be, but because you cannot be anyone else. The only thing
you can be is the best version of you — your best, authentic and
true self.
This can be a challenge during times of uncertainty because you
may see others who are dealing with uncertainty with more ease.
Instead of going to a place of comparison, pull away and observe. Has
this other person tapped into the present moment? Are the creative
juices flowing for that other person? Are they peaceful because they
are authentically in touch with their fears, concerns or excitement
about possibilities? Observe, learn and know that you will find the
most peace when you aren’t pretending but are authentically you.
4. PRACTICE GRATITUDE
Nothing else will bring you into the present moment faster than
gratitude. When you practice gratitude, you are reminded of the
blessings and opportunities that surround you right now. The funny
thing about being in a state of gratitude is that when you focus upon
that for which you are grateful, you receive more. Yes, more.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
What occupies your mental and spiritual focus shows
up in all aspects of your life. Therefore, if you are focusing
on those factors that make you grateful, you will have more of those results
showing up.
Remember that the converse if also true.
If your focus is on worry, fear and a scarcity
mentality, get ready for more worry, fear and
lack showing up. Your thoughts are a powerful force, so be intentional and strategic about
where you put your focus.

Dr. Maria Church, CSP, CPC, is a speaker, consultant and executive coach. She
specializes in organizational culture, change agility and leadership development with
over 25 years working for Fortune 500 companies, local government, nonprofits and
academia. She may be reached at www.drmariachurch.com.

5. BE LOVING AND TRUTHFUL WITH
YOURSELF AND OTHERS
Be gentle and graceful with yourself and
others during times of uncertainty. All the
feelings you are having in these times, just
know that others are having them too. When
you practice kindness, you will find patience,
grace and empathy. Tell yourself the truth
about how you are feeling and be prepared
for both positive and negative feelings and
thoughts coming back to you. Honor and acknowledge all the responses you receive and
intentionally shift to more supportive feelings
and thoughts. How do you shift? Do what
gives you joy and be present to fully enjoy
that activity. The only certainty we have is the
present. What is certain is what gives you joy.
It really can be that simple in what seems like
great complexity.
Remember that uncertainty and vulnerability is the birthplace of truth, authenticity
and creativity. If you choose (yes, it is your
choice) to step into and embrace the uncertainty, stay present in the moment with gratitude, and give yourself loving grace, you will
find tremendous opportunities in uncertainty
to help shape a future that you may not have
otherwise dreamt possible. C
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Professional-Grade
Drain Cleaning Machines,
Cables & Accessories
Drain Cleaning
Machines
> Heavy duty construction
> The most powerful motor
in the industry
> Quick and easy reel changeover
> A one year rock-solid warranty

YOU WANT IT? WE’VE GOT IT!
CUSTOM TRUCK ONE SOURCE PROVIDES HYDRO EXCAVATION,
ENVIRONMENTAL, INDUSTRIAL, AND SEWER CLEANING
VACUUM TRUCKS FROM TOP MANUFACTURERS, INCLUDING
TORNADO GLOBAL HYDRO, X-VAC, AQUATECH,
AND DOT CODE UNITS
OUR UNITS ARE BACKED BY:
24/7 CALL-CENTER SERVICE AND SUPPORT

Cables

> Fabricated from high quality wire
> Most ends & couplings available
> All sizes and lengths
> Innercore available

NATIONWIDE LOCATIONS
CALL US FOR MORE INFORMATION: 888-524-3115
WWW.CUSTOMTRUCK.COM
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COAST MANUFACTURING

www.coastmanufacturing.com

541.684.0743

SOLUTIONS TO SEWER
CLEANING THROUGH:

CONCEPT
DESIGN
PRODUCTION

MFG. INC.

Building Innovative Tools for Municipalities

THE ONE STOP SHOP FOR HYDRAULIC ROOT CUTTER KITS FROM 3" TO 30"

S903K-1 Tiger Tooth Lateral Kit

S906K-1 Hi-Torque “Contractor” Kit

SHYK-1 NEW Puma Standard Kit

Our new Tiger Tooth Motor has more HP for tougher jobs in smaller
lateral lines. It is rated up to maximum 410 (lbf-in) torque.
Pressures from 2500 - 4000 psi and flows 18 - 80 gpm.
Each individually painted. The S903T Kit comes with Tiger Tooth
Motor; 5/8" Saw Blade Hub; 4", 6", 8" HD Concave Saw Blades;
4", 6", 8" Skids

Flagship “Contractor Duty” Motor is absolutely the best. Holds up to
continuous use in heavy-duty cleaning environments 6" - 30".
Flows 40 - 170 GPM and pressures 1500 - 3000 PSI. hose form ¾" to 1.50"
It is rated up to 288 ftlb. of torque, and 220 ftlb. of continuous torque.
Kit includes: S906-1 Hi-Torque Motor; 1" Hub; 6", 8", 10", 12" HD Concave
Saw Blades; 6", 8" Cage Skid Single Size; New Set Of 10" and 12" Fins

Puma Kit comes with HD 3/16” thick concave saws and skids
for 6" - 12" lines. Cutter holds flows 40 - 80 GPM and pressures
1500 - 3000 PSI. It is rated up to 225 ftlb. of torque, and 195 ftlb.
of continuous torque. Kit comes with SHYM-1 Puma Motor; 1" Hub;
6", 8", 10", 12" HD Concave Saw Blade; 6", 8" Cage Skid Single Size;
New Set Of 10" and 12" Fin

SRRK-1H Super Red Hot Kit

SRRK-1 Super Green Meanie Green Kit

SRRK-4-15W Super Green Meanie Citizen Kit

New improved larger front steel bearing on the Red Hot Motor increases
life, reduces maintenance and makes this motor able to withstand the
shock produced by heavy cleaning. Round profile of this cutter allows it
to enter lines from 4" and up. 40 - 80 GPM and pressures 2000 - 3000 PSI.
Produces 225 ftlb. of torque, and 175 ftlb. continuous. Kit comes
with SRRC-1H Red Hot Motor; 1" Saw Blade Hub; 6", 8", 10", 12" HD Concave
Saw Blade; 6", 8" Cage Skid Single Size; new Set of 10" & 12" Fins

The round profile allows the cutter to enter sewer lines 4" and up.
Motor handles flows from 40 - 80 GPM and pressures 2000 - 3000 PSI.
Rated up to 235 ftlb. of torque, and 175 ftlb. of continuous torque.
Kit comes with SRRC-1P Super Green Motor; 1" Saw Blade Hub;
6", 8", 10", 12" HD Concave Saw Blade; 6", 8" Cage Skid Single Size;
Set Of 10" & 12" Fins. Motor fits Green wheeled skids you may have.

Large Range Kit gives you saws and skids for 4" to 15" pipe sizes.
Cutter handles flows 40 - 80 GPM and pressures 2000 - 3000 PSI.
Rated up to maximum 235 ftlb. of torque, and 175 ftlb. of continuous
torque. Kit comes with SRRC-1P Super Green Motor; 1" Saw Blade Hub;
4", 6", 8", 10", 12", 15" HD Concave Saw Blade; Set of 4" Steel Rings;
6" Cage Skid; 8"-10" Adjustable Wheel Skid; 12"-15" Adjustable Wheel Skid;
Allen Wrench and Screws

S-906M1-AK
Advance Kinetics For Recyclers
Designed for flow 40 - 170 gpm and pressures
to 3000 psi. The motor is rated to 288
lbs. of torque and 220 lbs. continuous.

Pipeline Inspection • Manhole Tools • Debris Baskets • Vac-Traps • Root Saws Calcium Cutters •
Sewer Rods • Handy Clams • Nozzle Extensions • Deep Vac Tube Holder • Grabbers Claws and Hooks •
Diamond Tap Cutters • Fiberglass Poles • Hydraulic Cutters • Top Manhole Rollers • Sewer Spoons •
Continuous Rod • Carbide Saws • Vacuum Coupling • Reducers • Hydro Excavation

1430 N. Hundley St
Anaheim, CA 92806

ph: 714.632.8198
fax: 714.632.8228

www.SouthlandTool.com

Owner Barry Kindt
(left) and general manager
John Gribble combined
their unique operating
philosophies to establish
training and service
protocols that provide
higher productivity and
better customer service.
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Conner Trinkle
starts fusing
sections of a new
pipe together for a
pipe bursting job.

FROM STRUCTURED PROCESS PROTOCOLS FOR EACH AND EVERY JOB TO GIVING CUSTOMERS FREE SEWER LINE
INSPECTIONS, PRONTO PLUMBING DEFINITELY IS NOT A CONVENTIONAL PLUMBING AND DRAIN CLEANING COMPANY.
And when combined with an emphasis on investments in
advanced, productivity-enhancing equipment — especially
trenchless pipeline rehab technology — co-owners Barry Kindt
and John Gribble have created a unique formula for success at

Pronto Plumbing
CAMP HILL, PENNSYLVANIA

OWNERS
FOUNDED
EMPLOYEES
SERVICES
SERVICE AREA
WEBSITE

John Gribble and Barry Kindt
1998
53
Plumbing, drain, electrical, heating and air
30-mile radius around Camp Hill
www.prontoplumbing.com

the company, based in Camp Hill, Pennsylvania.
“We do operate completely different than most plumbing
companies,” Gribble says. “We believe everything is about image
and creating comfort for customers that use our services.
“Providing a better customer experience creates a better
image. And we do that by offering to inspect sewer lines before they become an issue, by running service calls the same
way every time and by having a well-stocked warehouse and
trucks so technicians can provide solutions to problems every
day of the week.”
The numbers speak for themselves. With 53 employees,
diverse service offerings that include electrical and HVAC, a
fleet of 22 service vehicles and an ever-growing roster of machines and equipment, Pronto Plumbing has grown considerably since Kindt founded it in 1998.
Gribble says Kindt, whom he describes as a mentor,
deserves most of the credit for the “visionary” approach to
growing a company. “He’s a very driven man and his hobby is
business. He’s been very inspirational to my career.”
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PIPE BURSTING
OPENS UP A NEW MARKET

i

n an effort to generate a new revenue stream, Pronto
Plumbing in Camp Hill, Pennsylvania, decided to enter
the market for trenchless pipeline rehabilitation about
five years ago. So far, so good — thanks to R8 pipe
bursting systems manufactured by RODDIE.
At first, an under-performing pipe bursting system
prevented the business from making headway as fast as coowner John Gribble would have liked. But the RODDIE R8
units changed all that, bringing more efficiency, productivity
and power to each project.
“Those RODDIEs make our company a lot of money,”
he says. “They gave us a big productivity boost and about
a 200% increase in revenue. We plan on buying another
one soon.”
Technicians can both set up and break down the
hydraulically powered R8s about an hour faster, which saves
roughly two hours per job. “Time is money,” Gribble says.
Furthermore, the units are significantly lighter; the
system breaks down into two 70-pound components,
making it easier to carry. And its compact size means a
smaller trench footprint, plus it can be set up vertically or
horizontally, which provides greater flexibility when using it
in cramped quarters, Gribble says.
While it may be compact, the R8 still generates plenty
of muscle: 30 tons of pulling force at 3,000 psi.
The company bought a Hydra Control accessory that
provides better control while pulling the bursting head.
“You don’t want to over-pull your pipe and end up
lodging the bursting head in the machine,” Gribble explains.
“The Hydra Control also allows you to stop a pull quickly
when you hit a snag and the cable starts to bind.”
In addition, the R8’s swiveling bursting head allows it
to easily travel through 45- and 22-degree bends in pipes,
he says.
The RODDIE system proved its value about one year
ago during a very difficult job performed under challenging
conditions: a 300-foot long pull under eight attached
rowhomes. At issue was a completely collapsed 6-inch terra
cotta sewer line under the rowhomes, which turned the area
under the homes into a giant cesspool, Gribble says.
“It was freaking painful. The line was completely gone,
so it was nasty.”
Each end of the bursting job also included two 45-degree
bends followed by a 90-foot long run to the mainline.
Pronto technicians had to jackhammer through the tops
of the footings on the end of each home — nine footings in
all — to create holes large enough for the RODDIE bursting
head to fit through. The jackhammering was done through
the floors of the homes, he says.
“It was the only way to fix it without tearing down the
homes.”
The job was completed in four days and Gribble says
the R8 made all the difference between success and failure.
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“WE BELIEVE EVERYTHING IS ABOUT IMAGE AND
CREATING COMFORT FOR CUSTOMERS THAT USE
OUR SERVICES. PROVIDING A BETTER CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE CREATES A BETTER IMAGE.”
JOHN GRIBBLE
Gribble came on board in 2015 to manage the company’s plumbing
and drain cleaning services and became a part owner in 2020. And Kindt’s
operating philosophies trickle down to employees, creating a driven and
dedicated team, he adds.
STRUCTURED SUCCESS
A key part of the company’s success stems from the comprehensive
training protocols developed by Kindt and Gribble for all facets of the
business, from plumbing repairs and pipe bursting to how employees
handle customer calls and dispatching technicians to installation
coordinators and warehouse employees, Gribble says.
The benefits include better productivity, which then translates into
more revenue; better customer service through technicians consistently
using the same techniques and processes; and increased employee
retention because they’re more confident about their work, he explains.
“Plus I figured if I got all this stuff out of my mind and on paper, I
don’t need to be out in the field all the time.”
Technicians respond well to the training protocols, which come in the
form of small brochures with plenty of photos. For example, the company
has a six-page brochure for learning how to do pipe bursting.

Conner Trinkle sets up a directional drill to bring a new water line
into a customer’s basement through a 2-foot-thick foundation wall.
The crew also replaced the sewer lateral.

“It basically presents tips and tricks — best
practices for every step, from opening up a ditch
to exposing a basement foundation wall to fusing pipe,” Gribble says. “Mistakes still can happen
if guys aren’t cautious, but this system helps to
minimize them.”
Photos are a critical part of the education because most technicians are visual learners who
understand procedures better when they see how
they’re done, he notes.
SETTING EXPECTATIONS
Another benefit of the thorough training protocols is that Pronto can charge a premium price for
its services as well as confidently guarantee its work.
“In the end, it’s all about customer service,”
Gribble says. “Having techs run service calls the
same way helps because if a customer loves one of
our techs and requests them, but they’re not available, we can send another tech and it shouldn’t be
an issue.”

Gribble concedes that some technicians quit
because they don’t like so much structure. But
that’s okay, he says. “We call those people future
customers.”
The training system offers yet another benefit in that it breaks the potential “fear barrier”
some job candidates have about entering the
plumbing field.
“We mention it during job interviews … it
puts their minds at ease because it sets out expectations about what they’re going to learn and
when they’re going to learn it,” he says. “By showing them a path, they can see that becoming a
plumber is doable.”
It also helps when employees ask for more
money because managers can show them exactly what’s expected of them to get to the next
pay grade. In addition, the training helps classify
technicians according to their abilities, which enables project supervisors to easily assign them to
jobs that correlate to their abilities.
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John Gribble and Seth Shindel grease
and connect the bursting head to the new
sewer line and the pull line to start the
new pipe installation.
Matt Chubb and John Gribble hook up a
hydraulic impact hammer to a track hoe.

“HAVING TECHS RUN SERVICE CALLS THE SAME WAY
HELPS BECAUSE IF A CUSTOMER LOVES ONE OF
OUR TECHS AND REQUESTS THEM, BUT THEY’RE NOT
AVAILABLE, WE CAN SEND ANOTHER TECH AND IT
SHOULDN’T BE AN ISSUE.”
JOHN GRIBBLE
FREE INSPECTIONS
Giving customers free sewer line inspections might seem like a
great way to lose out on revenue. Gribble doesn’t see it that way.
“I think it’s nuts to charge customers extra for inspections,” he
says. “You’re doing a service for clients, plus it gives you more opportunities to get inside their homes. It gives us about 35% more
(drain) business — and we’re not waiting for the phone to ring when
someone has a backed-up drain.”
That proactive approach pays dividends during times when business slows down. “You have to maintain a full call board and keep
revenue flowing in as well. So we proactively call customers to see if
they want an inspection.”
To inspect lines, the company has invested in seven RIDGID
SeeSnakes miniReel cameras and CS10 monitors.
EQUIPMENT MATTERS
The company currently runs 22 service vehicles, seven dedicated
to drain cleaning. They’re all branded with bright green vinyl wraps
that feature the company mascot: an animated, smiling water droplet
running with a pipe wrench in hand.
Most of the vehicles are Ford Transits, but the company slowly
is transitioning to roomier Nissan 2500 and 3500 NV high-top vans.
New Harrisburg Truck Body installs Adrian Steel shelving/storage
units in the vehicles, Gribble says.
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For drain cleaning, Pronto relies on two truck-mounted model
123 Mongoose “van packs” from Sewer Equipment, each featuring
a 200-gallon water tank, 250 feet of 3/8-inch-diameter hose and a
30 minute run-dry water pump that generate pressure of 3,000 psi
and flow up to 12 gpm; and one Mongoose trailer jetter (4,000 psi
at 25 gpm) with a 300-gallon water tank and 500 feet of 5/8-inchdiameter hose.
The company also owns seven RIDGID K-40 sink machines and
two RIDGID K-750 sectional drain machines, plus jackhammers
made by DeWALT.
CONTINUED >>
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Some of the Pronto Plumbing crew
at the shop with a few of the company’s
22 branded vehicles featuring a pipewrench-wielding raindrop.

For pipe bursting and horizontal directional
drilling, the company relies on equipment from
RODDIE: two R8 units and a Basement Buddy,
respectively.
For excavating, two mini-excavators, two
mid-size excavators and a track loader, all from
Kubota, carry the load, assisted by four dump
trucks: two on Freightliner chassis with dump
bodies made by Heil (an Environmental Solutions
Group Co.) and two on Ford F-550 chassis with
dump bodies manufactured by Adrian Steel.
The company also uses ServiceTitan business
management software.
FULLY STOCKED
A 30,000-square-foot warehouse that stocks more than 2,000
parts helps boost productivity by eliminating the need for technicians
to make time-consuming daily runs to part depots.
“We have a lot of jobs going on at any one time … and it’s a challenge to get materials fast enough from the distributors,” Gribble says.
“So Barry built a warehouse about 20-some years ago.”
Four full-time employees work in the warehouse, and their duties
include delivering parts to job sites when needed. While the warehouse, its staff and carrying inventory all contribute to higher overhead costs, Gribble says the added operational efficiencies are worth
it and mitigate some of those costs.
Having parts readily available also helps technicians provide better customer service by not keeping customers waiting. It also improves morale because they can typically work without stopping to
make trips to parts houses; that, in turn, increases their chances of
earning performance bonuses.
Speaking of happier technicians, the business tries to minimize
turnover by offering higher-than-normal base pay; family health, dental and vision insurance; a productivity and sales bonus program; life
insurance; paid holidays and time off; tools and uniforms; and retirement accounts with matching company contributions.
“We have plumbers that make six figures a year.” Like so many
contractors nationwide, it’s difficult to find qualified workers, so any
added incentives help, Gribble says.
PASSION MEETS POTENTIAL
Gribble grew up in the industry; his father, John Gribble, was a
plumber and excavator and Gribble worked for him during summers.
He’s as passionate about plumbing as he is about growing the drain
cleaning arm of the company.
“I’m addicted,” he says. “I’m very passionate about drain cleaning and plumbing. My fiancé thinks I’m nuts because I have a Pronto
Plumbing flag in my front yard and a basement full of Milwaukee Tool
power tools.
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“Every day is different. No matter how many times you fix a sewer
line, it’s never the same job twice — and I love a good challenge. I
pretty much never say no to a job. Sometimes I’m sure the guys probably want to shake me, but we always manage to get the job done.”
In five years, Gribble would like to triple the company’s plumbing
and drain cleaning revenue, which currently accounts for about 75%
of its overall revenue — noting that geographic expansion of the company’s services, or even satellite facilities, is a strong possibility.
“I have an aggressive business mentality. There’s a lot of untapped
potential in our markets and we have just the team to tap it.” C
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THE MISSING LINK
One-Key asset-tracking technology reduces inventory loss and
time spent searching for tools // By Ken Wysocky

W

ITH 32 TECHNICIANS, 29 SERVICE VEHICLES
and hundreds of tools and machines, there’s great
potential for inefficiencies caused by misplaced tools
at Cellino Plumbing in suburban Buffalo, New York.
Or at least there used to be. Ever since the
company invested in One-Key asset-tracking technology from
Milwaukee Tool, that’s no longer the case, says Lucas Cellino, coowner and president of the company, established by his father,
Tony, in 1995.

“I was a little skeptical at first,” Cellino says of the app-based,
inventory management software, which technicians access via
their cellphones and/or tablets. “I thought it was a neat concept
that still wouldn’t do us much good.
“But once we fully committed to putting the Ticks (a small
Bluetooth tracking device) on almost every tool, it works great. If
you use it just with Milwaukee Tool products that have a built-in
Tick, but have other tools without Ticks, it’s hard to build good
processes and procedures around them.”
NO MORE CAMERAS MIA
As an example of how One-Key technology improves
efficiency and profitability, Cellino points to the company’s
pipeline inspection cameras (six RIDGID SeeSnakes, one
made by Hathorn and one from Vivax-Metrotech).
“We often wouldn’t know which technicians had which
cameras. We’d have to call the warehouse manager and
hopefully he’d know who has the cameras. And if he didn’t
know, we’d have to send out a mass text message to all our
technicians. Now we always know exactly which truck the
cameras are on.”
That’s critical, Cellino says, because how fast technicians
can perform pipeline inspections directly correlates to higher
closing rates on selling pipe rehab jobs. According to company
metrics, if a technician inspects a line within 24 hours of a
customer’s call for service, the odds of successfully selling the
job jump by 33%.
“Because sewer-rehab jobs generate our highest profit
margins, it becomes critical to get those cameras on site as
quickly as possible — and One-Key helps us do just that,”
he says.
Lucas Cellino, co-owner and president of Cellino Plumbing in Buffalo, New
York, checks out a tool using the Milwaukee Tool One-Key asset-tracking
system while Rex, the company’s mascot, looks on.
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CELLINO PLUMBING,
HEATING & COOLING
BUFFALO, NEW YORK

OWNERS
TECHNOLOGY
FUNCTION
BENEFITS

Tony and Lucas Cellino
One-Key asset-tracking app from Milwaukee Tool
Bluetooth tracking of tools and machines
Reduces time wasted searching for tools; lock-out
function renders stolen tools unusable; provides service
and maintenance reminders; offers valuable utilization
data for maximizing productivity and efficiency.

COST Approximately $30 per Tick (tracking device)
WEBSITE www.cellinoplumbing.com

of tools and machines. This comes in handy not only on job sites,
but if tools are stolen, too, Cellino says.
Any time a phone or tablet that has the One-Key app installed
passes within 100 feet of a Tick, it sends data to a cloud-based
network, showing the date and time that particular tool was “seen,”
as well as its location. A Tick, which typically costs between $25
and $30, is powered by a “coin” battery and can be glued, screwed,
riveted or zip-tied to any device.
If a tool is stolen and marked as such on the app, a remote tool
lock-out function renders it useless to thieves. And as soon as the
One-Key network “sees” the stolen tool, it alerts the owner — even
if the battery has been disconnected.
Furthermore, the app provides utilization data that shows
how long tools and machines are used. It also provides a digital
breadcrumb trail that shows when, where and how tools are used,
which helps companies maximize efficiency and productivity. The
technology even can provide tool and machine maintenance and
service reminders.
Setting up the One-Key system is simple and technicians find
it easy to use. The most time-consuming part is entering all the
equipment into the Milwaukee Tool database; that took about a
day, Cellino says.
“Then all the technicians need to do is download the app
and it works like a charm. Downloading the app actually is the
hardest part.”

REDUCE INVENTORY LOSS
The company has installed about 150 Ticks on a wide range
of equipment, including non-Milwaukee Tool devices such as
RIDGID drain machines. The business does plumbing service
and repairs, pipe bursting (using equipment from Pow-R Mole
Trenchless Solutions), pipeline rehab (using PipePatch point-repair
technology from Source One Environmental) and HVAC work.
The business also owns an O’Brien water jetter (3,000 psi at
up to 14 gpm), a brand owned by Hi-Vac Corp.; and an
Isuzu jetting truck equipped with a Hackney box body
“BECAUSE SEWER-REHAB JOBS GENERATE OUR HIGHEST
and a US Jetting 4018 water jetter (4,000 psi at up to
18 gpm).
PROFIT MARGINS, IT BECOMES CRITICAL TO GET THOSE
Even the parts bins in the Hackney shelving systems
CAMERAS ON SITE AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE —
installed in most of the service trucks are entered into the
AND ONE-KEY HELPS US DO JUST THAT.”
One-Key database. Tracking the bins helps support a partsreplenishment program, in which all bins are removed from
LUCAS CELLINO
each truck once a month and replaced with fully restocked
storage bins. Then the bins that are removed get fully
Overall, Cellino says the One-Key technology is a worthwhile
restocked and placed in another truck, Cellino says.
investment
that has more than paid for itself.
“With this tracking system, we’ve reduced inventory loss
“It has increased our efficiencies and eliminated the stress of
(on trucks) by almost half, down to 5% from 9%. We believe just
looking for missing tools. Time is money and you can waste a lot
having a strong system of tracking and replenishing holds the
of time and energy searching for tools. It’s very demoralizing when
techs accountable for properly tracking part use.”
you’re on a job and can’t find a tool you need to finish a job.” C
TRACKING TOOLS
Because the Ticks effectively are small Bluetooth devices,
technicians — and company officials — always know the location
www.cleaner.com | Since 1985 | January 2021
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Tech
Perspective

Tech Perspective looks at technology-related issues and provides
information and advice that cleaning professionals can apply to
equipment selection and to their daily work in the field. Industry
members are welcome to offer ideas for this column.
Please direct them to editor Kim Peterson, editor@cleaner.com.

A Higher Standard
Drivers who are held accountable take ownership, want to improve and perform better for the company
// By Del Williams

F

OR ANY UTILITY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
with a fleet of light- or medium-duty vehicles, increasing
profitability often comes down to fostering an environment
of greater employee accountability.
The concept of accountability is defined as “the
obligation of an individual to account for his/her activities, accept
responsibility for them and disclose the results in a transparent
manner.” Implied in this definition is the ability to verify tasks are
completed as expected, on time, efficiently and per company policy.
For fleet managers, this can only be accomplished through real-time
GPS tracking devices on all vehicles.
After all, it is an established fact that drivers who know they are
being monitored by such systems are less likely to make unnecessary
detours or stops for personal reasons, may avoid spending unnecessary
time at job sites and/or may avoid idling the engine while filling out
paperwork in the vehicle.
But accountability is not about discovering what a driver is doing
“wrong,” it is actually more about what the driver is doing right.
Through GPS tracking, drivers can take more ownership for their
jobs, have more clarity of tasks and results, can self-correct and
improve, and do not have to be micromanaged.

So, with a host of benefits for the employee, fleet managers who
have avoided the “leap” to GPS tracking are missing out on a win-win
scenario. After all, more accountable drivers lead to greater efficiency
overall, which means increased profits. It’s an argument that is hard to
deny, particularly as GPS tracking continues to improve while the cost
of entry plummets.
REAL-TIME DATA

Although GPS trackers have been around for some time, advances
in the technology allow for more real-time tracking and simplified
reporting. Fleet managers, after all, don’t want to spend all day on
their computers sifting through complex analytical data. Instead, they
want simplified, easy-to-read reports that summarize what they need
to know. Fortunately, such systems exist today and at rates less than
$20 per vehicle.
Today’s advanced units allow real-time and historical tracking of
each vehicle in a fleet. This allows dispatchers to assign the closest
vehicle to a job, which expedites the service work or delivery and
saves gas, labor and vehicle wear and tear. It also allows historical
routing analysis, which enables even greater routing efficiencies to be
determined on an individual or fleetwide basis.
However, the greatest improvements in fleet management
occur when GPS tracking devices are used to hold drivers to a
“IF OUR DRIVERS ON THE JOB NEED HELP FROM A TECH
clear, unbiased standard to encourage better performance for
SPECIALIST, WE CAN IMMEDIATELY FIND ONE IN THEIR
the company and themselves.
AREA AND DISPATCH THEM TO THAT ADDRESS.”
As an example, when Reilly Construction & Development
implemented
their first GPS tracking system last year, the Vero
SHANNON ALLEN
Beach, Florida-based residential and commercial construction
company benefited from significant productivity gains and
operational efficiencies.
Even well-intentioned drivers may discover that there are areas of
The construction company has installed Shadow Tracker Vision
improvement and efficiencies that could make them more productive.
III GPS tracking devices from Advanced Tracking Technologies, a
There are also indirect benefits as well. When all drivers are
Houston-based designer and manufacturer of GPS tracking products,
monitored, those not pulling their weight are more easily identified
on two of its construction trucks.
so that faster, more productive employees do not have to pick up the
Compared with typical GPS tracking devices that may only update
slack with extra deliveries or service visits.
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every few minutes, the device provides real-time location updates
every 10 seconds, as well as location, speed and idle time alerts if
something is amiss. This data is transmitted via satellite and cellular
networks to a smartphone or PC on a 24/7 basis.
“Now we know exactly where our vehicles and drivers are in real
time,” says Sharon Arnold, office and assistant project manager at
Reilly Construction & Development. “We can spot-check our drivers
to make sure they are where they are supposed to be and not at
unauthorized places, because some people will take advantage. That
has saved us a few thousand dollars in salary alone. The system more
than pays for itself in enhanced productivity.”
END BAD HABITS
On the plus side for employees, the use of such GPS tracking
systems helps verify on-time arrival at customer sites. And
automated reporting such as that provided by the Advanced Tracking
Technologies system can virtually eliminate the reporting burden
for employee and employer in regard to driving logs. Automated
exception reporting can also flag potential issues that need to be
corrected, such as excess vehicle mileage or idling.
Once drivers and the work crew know they are accountable for
their actions, it is amazing how much more they will accomplish.
Using such an approach with advanced GPS tracking commonly
improves productivity 10% to 20% while reducing fuel costs 10% to
15% as drivers start to pay attention to their driving and work habits
throughout the day.
Indiana-based Gordon Plumbing, which offers services ranging
from small fixes to remodeling and construction, currently uses
Advanced Tracking Technologies’ GPS tracking system on 54 vehicles
and has used three different tracking systems over the last decade.
“The (Advanced Tracking Technologies) system not only
expedites job dispatching, but also enhances accountability and
profitability while reducing costs,” says Shannon Allen, Gordon
Plumbing service coordinator.
Allen points out that being able to access a vehicle’s position in
real time means “our vehicles can reach customers very quickly when
there are emergencies. If our drivers on the job need help from a tech
specialist, we can immediately find one in their area and dispatch
them to that address.”
The system provides one link for all the covered vehicles. “The
GPS tracking system puts our vehicles on a map, so I can see all of
them at once,” she says, noting that the view can be narrowed to any
department or (geographic) area, as desired. “It is so accurate that it
lets me see exactly where a vehicle is parked.”
Because the GPS system is automated, reports are delivered
without anyone needing to open software. In addition to the realtime views of the activity taking place, next day reports are delivered

by email, documenting everything that happened the day before. The
reports can be customized; for example, to show how many drivers
idled for more than 30 minutes or how many miles were put on a
vehicle.
Allen emphasizes that the system can quickly spot driver habits
that need correction, such as a driver stopping for five or 10 minutes
between jobs several times a day.
“With the GPS system, we are able to notice and point out that
even five to 10 minute stops between jobs each day adds up to a lot
of lost productivity,” Allen says. She concludes, however, that her
drivers are quite used to the system and even appreciate it when it
proves they are getting to and doing their jobs as required. C

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Del Williams is a technical writer based in Torrance, California. He writes about
health, business, technology and educational issues and has a Master of Arts in
English from California State University Dominguez Hills.
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WHERE THERE’S SMOKE
Locating leaks is easy with lightweight, easily portable smoke blowers from Superior Signal Co. // By Kim Petersen
Peterson

S

MOKE TESTING IS AN INSTRUMENTAL PART OF
many utilities’ leak detection and SSO prevention
efforts, and Superior Signal Co. has been providing
“The Superior Smoke Testing Technique” since 1961.
Smoke testing is a simple process that achieves
fast results, meaning you can act quickly to repair any broken
laterals and mainlines or leaking manholes you discover. It can
also help trace uncapped or abandoned lines, find plumbing faults
and locate sources of odor.
Cleaner recently spoke with Superior Signal Co. owner and
President Jim Kovacs about the company’s electric smoke blower
and its many applications, and why smoke testing is here to stay.

CLEANER: Tell us a little about the history of Superior
Signal Co.
Kovacs: In the early 1950s, Superior Signal Co. designed and
manufactured military and ship distress signals for government
agencies. In 1954, the company developed a safe, nonstaining
smoke containing no explosive materials that was appropriate for
civilian applications. As a result of this pivot, many innovative
applications for the new smoke product were developed. Superior
Smoke generators were quickly adopted for fire training, as a means
to realistically simulate smoke from a fire, and we continue to offer
smoke products for fire training and disaster simulation today.
Most significant was the development in 1961 of “The
Superior Smoke Testing Technique” for inflow and infiltration
studies of underground sewerage systems. Smoke testing has been
used in sewers extensively for over 60 years with great success
and is recommended by the National Association of Sewer Service
Contractors and the Water Environment Federation. Smoke
testing of sanitary sewers remains the most cost-effective means
to identify sources of surface water inflow, which is a major cause
of sanitary sewer overflows. Superior Signal continues to innovate
and serve this important application, which helps to protect our
most sensitive ecosystems from raw sewage pollution.
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Superior Smoke Generators are widely used for other
applications, including leak testing building plumbing, ductwork,
boilers and furnaces, tanks, piping, exhaust systems and more.
Superior Smoke is highly effective for observing air flow patterns,
finding sources of odors, evaluating fume/exhaust, and testing
smoke control and alarm systems.
Superior Signal Co. is family-owned and -operated for over 65
years, and we still make almost everything we sell right here in the
U.S. from our facility in New Jersey, just 35 miles south of New
York City.

CLEANER: What differentiates your smoke testing
equipment from the competition?
Kovacs: Smoke blowers have changed the way plumbing faults
and sources of odor in residential and commercial plumbing are
located. Over the past few decades, the Superior 5-E electric smoke
blower has been updated and improved based on customer input
to provide a lightweight and maintenance-free smoke blower that’s
sized for residential and commercial use. Professionals want a
product that is cost-effective, simple to use, fast to produce results,
easy to maintain and that will last for many years of rugged use.
That is exactly what we deliver with the 5-E smoke blower.
The 5-E blower is the only professional electric smoke blower
in the market sized for residential and commercial building
plumbing. Other commercially available small smoke blowers all
use a liquid-based smoke system that requires a gasoline engine
to heat the fluid and make the smoke. This makes these blowers
expensive, large, heavy, complicated to run and use, and lots of
trouble to maintain. The 5-E blower does everything the other
blowers do, but it is small, lightweight, requires no maintenance,
and is a fraction of the cost to buy. Indeed, most customers tell us
that faults are easier to find with smoke candles than with liquidbased smoke. The 5-E smoke blower, together with Superior Smoke
Candles, provides a uniquely effective and cost-efficient solution to
test building plumbing and find sources of odors.

The 5-E smoke blower, together with
Superior Smoke Candles, provides a
uniquely effective and cost-efficient
solution to test building plumbing and
find sources of odors.

JIM KOVACS

PRESIDENT/OWNER

YEARS IN THE INDUSTRY
20

YEARS WITH COMPANY
14

With a total weight of only 15 pounds with the hose attached,
the 5-E is made to handle big or small jobs in a lightweight, easyto-move design. The blower can be run using 120-volt AC or 12volt DC featuring all-steel construction with a carry handle and a
flexible 4-inch-diameter, 8-foot-long hose.

CLEANER: What are some recommendations for
customers shopping for smoke testing equipment?
Kovacs: Contractors should buy equipment from reputable
companies that can give them advice and support on how to
smoke test. They should also look for companies that have
developed products specifically for smoke testing, so they get
maximum performance and value, and buy from a company that
stands behind its products and offers service and repairs on its

CLEANER: What sort of needs do your blowers address?
Kovacs: The 5-E is a great way to find many plumbing faults
in building plumbing, easily find sources
of odors, test laterals and septic tanks for
PROFESSIONALS WANT A PRODUCT THAT IS COST-EFFECTIVE, SIMPLE
faults, find and/or test septic leach fields,
TO USE, FAST TO PRODUCE RESULTS, EASY TO MAINTAIN AND THAT
and can also be used for many other
WILL LAST FOR MANY YEARS OF RUGGED USE. THAT IS EXACTLY
applications where a small-scale smoke test,
leak test, air flow test, or air visualization
WHAT WE DELIVER WITH THE 5-E SMOKE BLOWER.
test is required. Primary industries are
residential and commercial plumbing;
sewer maintenance; septic system pumping, maintenance and
equipment. Finally, contractors should choose products that offer
installation; leak testing; code and regulatory compliance; energy
maximum versatility in smoke testing with equipment that is easy
conservation/audits; and engineering.
and inexpensive to maintain going forward.
The 5-E blower creates an appropriate flow of air for testing
a building’s plumbing, and when paired with Superior Smoke
CLEANER: How do you see the drain cleaning industry
Candles, a highly visible, nontoxic smoke can easily be seen and
evolving? What role will smoke testing play?
traced. While the visible flow of air can be used to find various
Kovacs: As new high-tech but more expensive products and
plumbing leaks, the blower is particularly effective in finding
procedures evolve, smoke testing will be more important than
sources of odor. Because both smoke and odor are carried by the
ever to identify major problem areas quickly and inexpensively in
air, a smoke test will always find the source of an odor problem so
building plumbing, laterals and sewers.
it can be properly resolved.
CONTINUED >>
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This is what it would look like if
we printed cleaner.com
thousands of stories, products and ideas

Behind
the Gear
Smoke testing continues to be an important companion
to slower and more expensive technologies like video camera
inspections.

CLEANER: What’s new for Superior Signal in 2021? What
can customers expect out of Superior Signal in the future?
Kovacs: We will be introducing new products and we will be
continuing to improve our existing product line based on research
and customer input.

Get access to everything we can’t fit in the magazine.
Additional stories, videos, news briefs and other great
information that lets you get the most out of Cleaner.

www.cleaner.com
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CLEANER: What do you want your customers to think of
when they hear the name Superior Signal?
Kovacs: Superior Signal is committed to quality, reliability,
performance, value, ease of use and excellent customer service and
support. Smoke testing may not be new, but it is still important
and more relevant than ever. C

“I love to do what people say can’t be done ...
Even my dad told me

the world isn’t ready for a woman plumber.
I think he did it more to protect me
because people can be very harsh and cruel.
But he’s very proud of me, even though he fought me
on it and told me I was making a big mistake”
Jessie Cannizzaro, Owner
Milestone Plumbing
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
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Product
Focus
Manhole Inspection and Rehabilitation
By Craig Mandli
APPLICATORS
1 // ARIES INDUSTRIES TEST AND SEAL GROUTING SYSTEM
The test and seal grouting system from Aries Industries reduces setup time and provides
efficient hands-on control to quickly seal leaking joints. Grout — pumped to a leaking joint
— flows through the leak, sealing the surrounding soil to form an impenetrable barrier. Sixtygallon tanks and continuous-duty mixers provide high volume to seal large voids. Reels for fast
deployment and retrieval, as well as high-power winches, quickly move the packer from joint
to joint for high productivity. The unit’s 800 feet of color-coded hose allows long runs. The
truck comes with a bench, storage and room to work. The operator tests and seals the joints
while working in the control room, where test data and the sealing process are easily viewed,
recorded and logged. 800-234-7205; www.ariesindustries.com

1

2 // HYFLEX SLINGER SPINCASTER
The Slinger Spincaster from HyFlex allows wastewater contractors to coat manholes with
spray-applied mortars with much less entry time into the hole itself. A variable-speed electric
motor allows smooth speed control of the spinning plate and more torque to evenly apply on very
thick mortars. An angled spinning plate with replaceable hardened blades sends the material
out evenly, up to a 30-degree angle, allowing material application outward as well as upward,
also allowing effective material application under the ring and along the chimney. An electric
winch allows it to be moved smoothly and steadily to give a controlled pass every time. An
aluminum case construction and nylon slinging cavity allow easy cleanup. 866-849-6246;
www.hyflexcorp.com

CHEMICAL GROUTS
3 // AVANTI INTERNATIONAL INJECTION GROUTING
Every manhole is unique. Therefore, there is no one-size-fits-all rehabilitation method,
but it begins with a thorough condition assessment. Manholes are vulnerable to defects and a
significant contributor to inflow and infiltration in collections systems, leading to excess flow
to treatment plants and increased cost to ratepayers. As a stand-alone solution or first step
in a multistep process, injection grouting from Avanti International stops active infiltration,
stabilizes surrounding soils and fills voids outside the structure. Complementary to cement
coating and epoxy lining, injection grouting can be a first defense against infiltration.
There are multiple techniques for grouting manholes: for brick manholes, curtain grouting
is recommended to create an impermeable barrier and positive seal outside the structure;
for precast manholes, spot repair, vertical crack injection and horizontal joint injection are
acceptable methods. Injection grouting can be a low-cost/high-reward, long-term solution for
extending manhole service life. 800-877-2570; www.avantigrout.com
4 // SPECTRASHIELD LINER SYSTEMS SPECTRAGROUT
SpectraGrout from SpectraShield Liner Systems is a single component, hydrophilic
polyurethane resin designed to repair cracks, seal around pipe penetrations, open joints and
to stop leaks in wastewater structures. The resin is a high-viscosity formula that reacts with
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2

3

4

water to create a dense foam, assuring that the grout will not readily flow out from the point of
placement. The foam solidifies in minutes, stopping the leaks and filling the voids. The material
will expand up to 10 times its original volume. It is available in tubes for point repairs, 5-gallon
pails and 55-gallon drums to be used in pressure grouting for larger repairs. 800-284-2030;
www.spectrashield.com

5

EPOXIES

6

5 // EPOXYTEC CPP SPRAYLINER MH
CPP Sprayliner MH from Epoxytec is designed to rehabilitate sanitary sewer collections
system assets and other underground, cylindrical and/or small box structures in contact with
hydrogen sulfide and in need of I&I mitigation with sealed lining. It performs in areas subject
to chemical attack and as a seal preventing oxidation while holding back water migration, I&I
and hydrostatic pressure. The material can be sprayed ultra-high-build, up to 1/4 inch per pass.
Blended with reinforcing agents and various fibers, the material when cured creates reinforcement
lining as a fiber-reinforced polymer, with high-strength and flexural properties for partially or
fully deteriorated structures. 877-463-7699; www.epoxytec.com
6 // INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIR SYSTEMS INFRAGARD
Infragard concrete and manhole rehabilitation products from Infrastructure Repair Systems
include Top Coat and Chim-Coat, which are nonhazardous ambient-cure epoxy systems for a
small patch, entire manhole or retaining wall. This cost-effective solution requires no expensive
equipment, as it has an easy trowel-on application. They are corrosion resistant and high strength,
with an impermeable structural bond to the substrate or to almost any concrete or metal surface.
Chim-Coat is engineered with a flexible feature that maintains adhesion while expanding or
contracting with changing temperatures and traffic loads. 877-327-4216; www.irsi.net

7

8

7 // PICOTE SOLUTIONS DUAL-COLOR EPOXY BRUSH COATING SYSTEM
The Dual-Color Epoxy Brush Coating System from Picote Solutions allows technicians
to rehabilitate pipes from 1.25 to 12 inches for drains, sewers, water pipes, electrical conduits,
and heat and air-conditioning ducts by brush-casting a coating. The coating resin forms a pipe
inside the original pipe that is a tested, safe and environmentally friendly product. The new
pipe is damp-proof, corrosion-resistant and wear-resistant. It is ASTM and NSF certified (NSF/
ANSI 61-5). It is a 100% solids epoxy, and the method allows for clear visual verification during
the application process. Apply to small areas or all drains in multistory buildings. The system is
practical and easily fits in tight places. 219-440-1404; www.picotesolutions.com
8 // SAUEREISEN SEWERGARD ROLL APPLIED 210XROL
Sauereisen SewerGard Roll Applied 210XROL is an epoxy lining system designed to
protect concrete surfaces of municipal structures and collections systems from chemical attack
and physical abuse. The system ensures ease of application on vertical surfaces, does not require a
primer, contains zero VOCs and prohibits water inflow and infiltration. It is resistant to corrosive
conditions common to the municipal wastewater treatment industry and suitable for application
over damp or dry concrete surfaces. Depending of surface temperatures and substrate conditions,
it can be applied up to 25 mils per coat. 412-963-0303; www.sauereisen.com
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INSERTS
9 // PARSON ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS HDPE MANHOLE INSERTS
High-density polyethylene manhole inserts from Parson Environmental Products can help
eliminate surface water inflow along with unwanted hydrogen sulfide odors and are easy to use
and maintain. They include a vented PVC canister that stores 20 pounds of either activated or
catalytic carbon. The result is a product that traps and stores all of the unpleasant hydrogen
sulfide and methyl mercaptan odor molecules before they are released into the atmosphere.
The only item that needs to be replaced periodically is the 20 pounds of carbon since it serves
as the absorbent media that traps the odor molecules. One person can easily accomplish this.
800-356-9023; www.parsonenvironmental.com

9

MANHOLE CAMERAS
10 // CUES SPIDER
The SPiDER scanner from CUES can calculate its position in the manhole shaft by using
its sensor data to measure its incremental motion instead of the payout cable. It weighs less
than 30 pounds and can be hand-carried to easements or other previously difficult-to-access
sites. This wireless portability is possible because the processing computer and battery supply
are built into the scanner. It collects millions of 3D measurements during each manhole
inspection, so the manhole can be measured to better than 5 mm accuracy. The point cloud
can be used to evaluate the structural changes in a manhole before and after rehab. It also
provides live-video stream and recorded MPG video, making it an ideal wireless tool for inflow
and infiltration studies. 800-327-7791; www.cuesinc.com

10

11 // ENVIROSIGHT CLEVERSCAN
The CleverScan manhole scanner from Envirosight performs a comprehensive, fully
automated assessment of manhole condition in two to three minutes. It captures visual and
dimensional data, and it presents the user with a flat scan with detailed image data covering every
inch of the manhole wall; a dense point cloud for 3D visualization of the manhole structure and
easy CAD integration; and a virtual view inside the manhole, where an operator can pan, tilt and
zoom to areas of interest. It sits over an open manhole. With the press of a button, the system’s
probe descends into the manhole, capturing image data using five HD cameras and building
a dimensional profile using an array of four lasers. An onboard rangefinder controls descent
and determines when the scan is complete. Scan data is immediately transferred to a laptop
running specialized software, where it can be viewed, annotated and shared. 866-936-8476;
www.envirosight.com
12 // RAPIDVIEW IBAK NORTH AMERICA PANORAMO SI
The PANORAMO SI manhole inspection system from RapidView IBAK North America
offers 100% coverage, inspection speeds of up to 14 inches per second, geometric measurements
from any point inside the manhole, laser depth measurement, 225 feet of cable, and can be
operated in manholes 10-inch-diameter and up. The software allows the user to view the manhole
from any angle and at any position, creating a virtual-reality-style view of the manhole. This file
can be viewed from any computer, anytime. The system also automatically generates a 3D model
of the inside of the manhole that can be rotated, viewed, measured or output to a CAD file for
further analysis. The system can be an addition to a PANORAMO mainline inspection system
or is available in a stand-alone version. It allows a crew to inspect more than 50 manholes per
workday. 800-656-4225; www.rapidview.com
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11

12

13 // SUBSITE ELECTRONICS LATERAL AND MAINLINE INSPECTION SYSTEM
The lateral and mainline inspection system from Subsite Electronics is a fully integrated
single-conductor-technology lateral launch system that performs mainline and lateral pipeline
inspections simultaneously. This second-generation system uses picture-in-picture or dual video
monitors and can inspect mainlines up to 500 feet in length and laterals of up to 200 feet. It
can be used to inspect mainlines from 6 to 24 inches and lateral lines from 4 to 8 inches in
diameter. It has a 40:1 zoom, pan-and-rotate mainline camera with auto iris and autofocus, a
color rear-view camera, tilt connector for easy deployment, and a high-resolution RodStar lateral
camera. It offers a dual video monitor view format that lets the user view the mainline and lateral
simultaneously. The six-wheel-drive tractor has three forward speeds, reverse and freewheel.
800-846-2713; www.subsite.com

13

MANHOLE LINERS
14

15

16

14 // APPLIED FELTS AQUACURE
The AquaCure TPO/PP, multilayer felt liner from Applied Felts has a stitched seam and
a durable polypropylene coating that can withstand tougher on-site conditions and steam cure
processing. This quality manufactured liner conforms to ASTM-1216 and can accommodate
pipes from 6 to 80 inches in diameter with wall thickness from 3 to 42 mm. It is manufactured
in accordance with ISO 9001:2015. Understanding unique project requirements and cultural,
geographic and installation challenges, the technical support team works with customers in the
lab, throughout the manufacturing process and on the job site to ensure each and every product
stands the test of time. 276-656-1904; www.appliedfelts.com
15 // SPRAYROQ SPRAYWALL
SprayWall from Sprayroq is a rigid polyurethane material that provides structural integrity
and infiltration control to underground infrastructure assets. It is a 2-1 ratio product that is
applied via a heated, plural component spray system. It begins to gel in about eight seconds
and is tack free after two minutes. Within 30 to 60 minutes, the initial cure is complete and the
structure is capable of accepting flow. The benefits include its structural capacity, which provides
for protection against multiple load components within an underground asset including water,
soil and traffic loads. In addition, it allows an asset owner to return a structure to service quickly,
creating a huge savings on bypass cost, as well as decreasing the overall downtime for a given
structure. It is also third-party tested and most recently has undergone significant successful
evaluations through AASHTO. 205-957-0020; www.sprayroq.com
16 // THE STRONG COMPANY STRONG-SEAL
MS-2A, MS-2C AND HIGH PERFORMANCE MIX
Strong-Seal MS-2A and MS-2C from The Strong Company are designed to rehabilitate
municipal concrete and masonry structures, and effectively stop inflow, infiltration and
exfiltration. When spray-applied to a minimum of a 1/2-inch thickness, the cementitious mortars
are impervious monolithic liners with compressive and flexural strengths exceeding that of the
original structure. Made with Portland cement, MS-2A is the most cost-effective solution for
stopping infiltration and restoring structural integrity. MS-2C is made with calcium aluminate
cement and high early strengths and added corrosion protection in mild sulfide environments.
High Performance Mix is a pure-fused calcium aluminate mortar that stops infiltration, restores
structural integrity, and protects against microbiologically induced corrosion in sanitary sewer
systems with harsh sulfide conditions. 800-982-8009; www.strongseal.com
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MANHOLE PARTS AND COMPONENTS
17 // PRIME RESINS PRIMECELL KIT
The Primecell Kit from Prime Resins is composed of Soakem Oakum (a dry oakum) soaked
in a hydrophilic polymer solution. When wet and either packed or worked into a joint or crack,
the resin will foam to form a flexible and tight joint to stop groundwater infiltration. It reacts with
water and becomes a watertight rubber-like nontoxic composite. The oakum cord gives strength
and density to the composite and makes the application of the resin easier, especially when
gushers are present. Primary applications include manholes, culverts and stormwater structures.
The kit includes one 10-foot strip of Soakem Oakum, 48 ounces of resin, two insertion sticks, and
eight pairs of vinyl gloves. 800-321-7212; www.primeresins.com
18 // RELINER/DURAN MODULAR MANHOLE INVERT CHANNEL SYSTEM
RELINER/Duran Modular Manhole Invert Channel Systems use molded fiberglass
flumes with smooth sewer pipe interfaces to rehabilitate inverts without flow interruption. The
field-installed modular components bolt together inside the manhole and serve as the form
for a new concrete bench. They eliminate the inconsistencies associated with field-formed
concrete channels. The full-depth lined channels are high-flow and easy to clean and maintain.
Standard 8- and 12-inch-depth channel sections fit through a 24-inch manhole frame and will
accommodate 6- through 12-inch pipes. Larger sizes are available. Parts are selected based on the
unique configuration of each manhole. 800-508-6001; www.reliner.com

17

18

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
19 // PERMA-LINER INDUSTRIES MANHOLE EDGE PROTECTOR
The Manhole Edge Protector from Perma-Liner Industries is made with a highly visible
safety orange that helps identify the site and the open manhole, eliminating potential hazards.
The 360-degree edge protection also eliminates the top-edge roller and top-wide tiger tail that
can allow the cable to slip off the roller. The interior 3.5-inch flange holds back debris and any
loose infrastructure from falling into the manhole. It is made with ABS 3/16 plastic, which is
durable and withstands temperatures from 40 degrees below zero to 180 degrees F. The Manhole
Edge Protector leaves the manhole completely open, providing accessibility and visibility while
also protecting the camera and jetter lines. 866-336-2568; www.perma-liner.com

19

SEALANTS
20 // CCI PIPING SYSTEMS WRAPIDSEAL MANHOLE ENCAPSULATION SYSTEM
The WrapidSeal Manhole Encapsulation System from CCI Piping Systems consists of an
engineered primer and a wraparound, heat-shrinkable sleeve designed to seal joints and prevent
groundwater from entering a collections system. This material has a high-shrink membrane
(70% stretch and 40% recovery) designed to shrink around any manhole profile. In addition, the
high-tensile strength accommodates structural movement, while the tough backing resists soil
stress and provides suitable abrasion resistance. It can be used for new construction or for the
rehabilitation of existing manholes to control infiltration through joints and prevent deterioration,
thus eliminating costly maintenance repairs and the added expense of treating groundwater.
800-867-2772; www.wrapidseal.com
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20

21

22

21 // CRETEX SPECIALTY PRODUCTS LSS INTERNAL MANHOLE CHIMNEY SEAL
The LSS Internal Manhole Chimney Seal from Cretex Specialty Products is a mechanical seal
installed on the frame and grade ring sections of sanitary sewer manholes. These seals eliminate and
prevent manhole frame-chimney inflow. During wet weather and snowmelt, clear water enters manholes through deteriorated or broken frame-chimney joints. This deterioration can be caused by frost
heave, soil movement, traffic loading, thermal expansion and contraction of the surrounding pavement,
and poor or antiquated construction methods. Each seal is made up of an EPDM sleeve and type 304
stainless steel expansion bands, and can be easily removed and reinstalled to allow for future manhole
adjustments. It has a 50-year design life and is available in four widths, allowing complete chimney
coverage of up to 24 vertical inches with a single seal. 800-345-3764; www.cretexseals.com
22 // SEALING SYSTEMS INFI-SHIELD
Infi-Shield external seal from Sealing Systems prevents erosion and infiltration in manholes
or catch basins. The one-piece molded seal is made from EPDM rubber, has a minimum of 460%
elongation and has a reinforced, preformed, L-shaped corner. It can be combined with the Sealing
Systems manhole insert to help stop unwanted inflow of rainwater through the manhole cover. The
inserts are custom-sized to provide an enhanced fit and seal and are manufactured from ultra-highdensity polyethylene. Both products are inexpensive and simple to install with in-house personnel.
800-478-2054; www.ssisealingsystems.com C
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Case
Study

MANHOLE INSPECTION
AND REHABILITATION
// By Craig Mandli

INTERNAL JOINT SEAL
USED TO REPLACE HOLE
IN WATER SUPPLY PIPE

PROBLEM / While working along the U.S.-Mexico border, a contractor damaged a pipeline
while drilling into the ground. The drilling caused an 11-inch hole in the pipe that supplied
water from the U.S. to Mexico.
SOLUTION / Miller Pipeline was called to install WEKO-SEALs, its internal joint seal.
Once on site, the team conducted their usual safety assessment of the area for precautions
they would need to take. As the technicians made their way into the 72-inch pipe, they
smoothed the damage inside to ensure the steel-backing band would fit correctly. After
fitting the rubber sleeve into place, the technicians secured two 72-inch seals, which expanded to provide a bottle-tight fit. Once they seals were in place the technicians moved
to patch the external hole. In order to repair this area, the technicians applied a concrete
mortar around the pipe.
RESULT / Within a week of getting the call, the team had sealed another pipeline, potentially saving many communities from suffering without water.
800-428-3742; www.millerpipeline.com C
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to fit your company’s marketing needs.
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
USL America Group taps
Rigby as Logiball sales and
marketing manager
USL America announced Donald Rigby
as national sales and marketing manager for
Logiball. With over 40 years’ experience in
engineering sales, marketing, and business Donald Rigby
development, he has served as instructor,
speaker and advocate on matters of injection grouting for
wastewater collections systems. As the principal author of an
NASTT Good Practices coursework titled Municipal Sewer Grouting,
Rigby currently serves as chairman of the Manhole Rehabilitation
Committee for the NASSCO organization.

Hino Trucks announces Project Z zero-emissions plan
Hino Trucks’ Project Z outlines the company’s development
path to zero-emissions vehicles, ranging from class 4 to class 8.
A live, virtual event showcased the comprehensive lineup of zero-

We’re OPEN and taking EXTREME SANITATION MEASURES
for all inbound and outbound merchandise to ensure
the SAFETY of our customers and employees

emissions trucks, formed by partnerships with technology leaders
in advanced electrification drive systems. Some of the ZEV products
include a battery-electric class 7 tractor with Hexagon Purus’
full-electric drive system, and a Hino XL Series class 8 box truck
powered by Xos Trucks’ X-Pack battery and electric drive system.
Over the coming months, Hino Trucks will unveil more details
about the technologies and vehicles to come out of Project Z.

Aries Industries adds new Nova Scotia dealer
Aries Industries has strengthened its international market
reach by adding Nova Scotia-based SNT Solutions to its dealer network. SNT Solutions, based in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, brings 20
years’ experience in the sewer, inspection, refuse and public works
equipment industry. As an Aries Industries dealer, it will sell and
service Aries sewer inspection and rehabilitation equipment to customers throughout the eastern Canadian provinces of Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland.
CONTINUED >>
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Product
News
Product Spotlight
CENTERING DEVICE TACKLES
TIGHT BENDS

Product News
By Craig Mandli

Using a flexible centering device with a cleaning nozzle can
save a drain cleaner major time and frustration. The devices make
it easier to traverse curved and broken pipe, all while delivering a
maximized cleaning spread from the centered design.
For years, Arthur Products has offered one of the industry’s most
popular centering devices with its Cnt-r-KUT line. With the aim
of making the product even more versatile, the company decided
to tackle even tighter pipe bends with the redesigned Cnt-r-KUT2.
According to Arthur Products chief engineer Richard Rauckhorst,
the device is an answer to very difficult what-if situations.
“Typically you aren’t going to face many jobs with bend radiuses
tight enough that our traditional centering device can’t get through,
but there’s always that one job where it doesn’t work,” he says.
“That is the what-if situation this product eliminates.”
The Cnt-r-KUT2 has a stainless steel body that is now
integrated with the sewer hose, eliminating the lengthy barred
section at the hose connection point. This redesign, along with
the flexible guide vanes, results in a centered nozzle assembly that
has an amazing bend radius. It is available in three versions: the
BMAX2, which is an ideal starter kit and includes three nozzles
to penetrate and flush out blockages; the EMAX2, which is an
interchangeable cutter nozzle to clear roots and debris; and the

THMAX2, which is a tow hook nozzle that applies 100% power with
forward, lateral and rear-facing jet action.
“It certainly wasn’t our intent to reinvent the wheel with
this product, but we feel that you should always be trying to
make improvements, no matter how effective your product is,”
Rauckhorst says. “Because the nozzle is more compact without the
barred section, it works better in confined spaces where room to
work is at a premium.”
The Cnt-r-KUT centering devices can be modified for custom
applications. They help operators tackle tough jobs, including
when using drain cleaning nozzles in those tight spaces in damaged
sewers. According to Rauckhorst, drain cleaners can expect to
achieve maximum cleaning spread in drains and other pipes.
“Our customers are excited that we are making a quality product
even better,” he says. “It’s our goal to make their jobs easier.”
800-322-0510; www.arthurproducts.com

INDUSTRY>>NEWS
CONTINUED
CONTINUED >>

Industry News

Vacuum Truck Rentals launches online marketplace

ClearPath GPS expands management team

Vacuum Truck Rentals announced a new digital platform for
selling pre-owned equipment. Vac Truck Depot, which is managed by
Vacuum Truck Rentals, offers a single online source for individuals
and businesses looking to purchase high-quality, pre-owned
equipment. Available inventory includes liquid vacs, combination
units, air machines, rolloffs, hydroexcavators, camera vans, road
tractors, trailer units, sewer inspection equipment and more.

ClearPathGPS expanded their management team with several
software-industry experts. Heather Burleson, an experienced sales
leader in the business solutions software space, joins the company
as vice president of sales. Jill Bender, a proven SaaS marketing
strategist, is the company’s new director of marketing. And Kelsey
Jones, an experienced operations and customer-service leader in
the mobile app space, joins as director of customer success. C
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BLOWERS
Cotta (single & dual stage) & OMSI
transmission parts. Cloverleaf Tool Co.,
Sarasota, Florida. Phone 941-739-0707;
Email: sales@cloverleaftool.com (CBM)

BUCKET MACHINES

2001 & 2012 Sewer Equipment
Bucket Machines, like NEW.
Contact Matt 618-781-3138, IL
matt@midwestvacproducts.com
(C02)

BUSINESSES
Plumbing Contractor/Service Repair/
Remodel/Drain Cleaning located in the
heart of Palm Beach County, Florida.
Population 1.5 million. Strong financials
and a large, loyal customer base. Decades
of $500k +/- revenue with 2-3 service vans.
Owner retiring. $330,000. Contact Erin
Crawford, Trans World Business Brokers,
ecrawford@tworld.com or 561-346-5597.
(C02)
www.RooterMan.com. Franchises available with low flat fee. New concept. Visit
web site or call 1-800-700-8062. (CBM)

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
FreeServiceReminderSoftware.com,
FreeSer viceDispatchSoftware.com,
FreeRouteManagementSoftware.com.
(CBM)

EASEMENT SEWER FLUSHER

Easement jetter and trailer. Aries gas line
inspection camera. 8" 10" 12" root cutter
nozzle and floor jetter nozzle for sale. Call
Dan 720-537-7376. CO
(C01)

LIST YOUR
EQUIPMENT IN
THE PAGES OF

CLEANER!
www.cleaner.com/
classifieds/place-ad

2018 KWMI Diesel Easement
Machine Demo unit, self-propelled,
all terrain track type equipped with a
high-pressure hydraulic sewer cleaner
and hose reel assembly to be used
in conjunction with a high-pressure
hydraulic sewer cleaning machine
(Jet/Vac), 6 heavy duty track carriers
on each track, designed to withstand
maximum working pressure, designed
to prevent hose damage, designed
with ¼” steel flange, capacity of 750’
of 1” hose (includes 3/4” x 500’ x
2,500 psi), reel is driven by hydraulic
motor, equipped with a hose guide
and footage counter, equipped with
inlet hose shutoff valve and pressure
gauge.................................... $42,000.
Phone 770-560-0858, GA C03

JET VACS
2014 Freightliner 114SD with a VacAll
AJV1215; 12-yard debris body, 1,500-gallon water, combination vacuum/jetting unit.
(Stock# 052R). www.VacuumSalesInc.
com (888)VAC-UNIT (822-8648)
(CBM)
2007 Volvo with a Vactor 2115 combination unit. (Stock# 5903C). (888) VAC-UNIT
(822-8648); www.vsirentalsllc.com(CBM)
2011 Vac-Con V390LHA combination
cleaning truck. Low miles, great condition. 1998 Vactor 2110-36PD ex-city
owned, low miles See details of these
units and CCTV inspection trucks at
www.empireequip.com. Contact Craig at
714-639-8352.
(CBM)

2011 Aquatech jet vac demo truck
built by Aquatech with every extra
on it. Only 114,000 miles and low
working hours. Your Environments
Solution . ........................ $109,000
407-426-8803, FL
admin@yesmailcenter.com
C01

2006
Sterling
LT8500,
VIN:
2FZHAWDA46AW30996, CAT 8.8L engine, L6 diesel, 81,644 miles, 16,701
hours, Allison automatic transmission. Equipment: VAC-CON vacuum/
jetter combo, model VPD3611SHA,
serial# 01064184. Rotary lobe PD
blower 824 RCS, 11-yard debris body,
1,000-gallon fresh water, Deutz Pony
motor, 80 gpm jetter pump/3,000 psi.
.......................................... $85,000.
Call 770-560-0858, GA
C01

2011 Vactor 2100 Plus Model
2115PJ6. $198,500 International
7600. 21,053 mi, 5,265 hr, Maxxforce
13 engine, Allison 4000RDS transmission, Multi Flow pump system (low,
medium, high) 80 gpm @ 2,500 psi.
1,500-gallon water system. Reelcraft
handgun hose reel, Front and rear
hand gun connections, Telescoping/
rotating hose reel. 600-feet of one inch
Piranha rodder hose, Air purge freezing weather water drain, two-stage fan
driven A John Deere 6068L engine.
1,888 hr. Eight inch hydraulic telescopic boom. Remote controls. (Wired) 15yard debris tank with body flush out.
Hydraulic tool package, front decant.
The machine is ready to work.
Contact Richard at 203-232-3516, CT
equipmentgroupct@gmail.com

2005 International Vactor 2100,
PD Blower, 80 gpm @ 2,000, Ex
City 12-yd, automatic, work ready.
......................Sale price - $46,900.
Call 1-800-627-0778
C01

2007 Sterling Vactor, automatic
transmission, Single rear axle,
65/2000 pump, 2-stage fan, 800'
hose reel. ...........Asking $92,000, IN
*Please visit our website for more
photos, info and youtube link to
videos. www.pipe-view.com
C01

2005 Sterling Aquatech B-10 jet vac,
MBE 450 hp, Allison, 624 Roots PD
blower, 10-yard debris body, 2,000 psi
water pump, ex-southern municipal
truck, only 63,728 miles, 5,076 hours.
814-696-4343
C01

C01

2013 Aquatech B10-Jet Vac on IH
5900 CHASSIS: 77,363 miles (1,242
hours as of 4/20), Uraca pump-125
gpm/2,000 psi, 23' boom, Roots 827
blower, tank vibrator, 1,000' x 1 1/4"
hose capacity reel, catwalk over power
deck, PLUS many extras! PRICED TO
SELL $125,000.
Contact Rick 440-585-5757, OH
rickm@lakecountysewer.com

C02

2002 Vac-Con with 12-yard debris
tank, 1,300-gallon water capacity, 3
stage fan blower, 80 gpm @ 2,000
psi, and auxiliary engine mounted
on a Sterling LT9501 with 10-speed
transmission and 66,000 GVW. The
chassis has 64,000 miles and 7,545
hours on it. .............. Asking $25,000.
Contact Dave at 262-951-8979, WI

C02

Submit your classified ad online!
www.cleaner.com/classifieds/place_ad
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JETTERS – TRAILER

The HotJetII® is a best-selling hotand cold-water drainline cleaner
featuring a 35hp Vanguard engine
by Toyota and delivering 10gpm @
4,000psi that cleans drains up to
300’ and 12” in diameter. Priced at
$32,995 including freight to the lower
48 states, the HotJet II® is American
made using nonpropriety parts for
affordability and ease in serviceability
making its return on investment truly
impressive. Financing available.
800-624-8186
sales@hotjetusa.com;
www.hotjetusa.com
CBM

Outstanding 1997 SECA Model 747
FR Perkins diesel powered jetter
trailer. Rotator hose reel with 500
feet of 3/4-inch hose. This is an excellent and well maintained, municipality-used jetter. Price $15,000 FOB.
Goes new for over $60k!
Phil Allen - 563-349-1660
Dubuque, Iowa
C01

JETTERS - TRUCK

Ex-Municipal Pipe Hunter WorkBoss, 1,700-gal, Bean pump, 65
gpm/2,000 psi, 4k hrs. ‘96 F800
Cummins, Allison auto, 149k miles.
.................................. $27,500 OBO.
Call Ken 210-260-1702
or email wwequip@aol.com
C01

2008 Chevy Silverado 3500 with a
2004 US Jetting jetter model #3010200, mounted on state body. Only
198-hours usage. Lambordini engine
needs work. Chevy mileage 244,830.
............................................$22,500.
Contact John 770-409-2143
C01

PIPELINE REHABILITATION
I.S.T. Elastotec Sewer Spray Coating
System. Only used two times. With this
unique and useful tool, you can clean and
coat an existing sewer system pipe. With
a I.S.T. system you can create a seamless
and durable new surface inside any pipe
material without damaging existing
structures. I paid $85,000, I’m selling this
unit for $45,000. This price includes free
shipping plus sending the unit to I.S.T. NY
office to re-calibrate it to the new nonhydrophobic epoxy. Call Scott at 978-8333431 or email scott@nepipe.com. (C02)
Custom made CIPP trailer, tanks, hoses,
nozzles, vacuum pumps, steam cure, wet
out table, hand roller, compressor and
more. $18,500 for all. 970-456-6473. CO
(C01)

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

TV INSPECTION

GapVax, Inc., a nationally recognized
manufacturing business, is seeking a talented, highly motivated individual to fill
a full-time Sales Position in the Midwest
(Iowa based preferred) region. GapVax is
the leading manufacturer of industrial and
municipal vacuum units and hydro-excavation units in the United States. We provide the most reliable, comprehensive, and
efficient mobile vacuum units in the industrial and municipal markets. Specifications
of the position are listed on our website,
www.gapvax.com, click on the Now Hiring
link in the left hand column. Send resumes
to or betty@gapvax.com or 575 Central
Avenue, Johnstown, PA 15902.
(CBM)

*Pipe-View LLC is closing. Visit
pipe-view.com to see our trucks and
equipment for sale. Also YouTube links.
(C01)

Hinterland Group, Inc. is a premier
environmental contractor, servicing the
water and wastewater industries in both
municipal and private sectors. We are
hiring immediately in South Florida for
the following positions: Vacuum/Jet Truck
Operator, CCTV Camera Operator, Lateral
Reinstatement Tech and Lateral and Joint
Grouting Tech. Full benefits and 401(k). Pay
based on position and experience. Must
be willing to travel throughout the State of
Florida to work as needed. Send resume to
bforrester@hinterlandgroup.com.
(C01)

PUMPS
Vactor, General, Myers, Giant & others
– New & parts also. Cloverleaf Tool Co.,
Sarasota, Florida. Phone 941-739-0707;
Email: sales@cloverleaftool.com. (CBM)

RENTAL EQUIPMENT

2013 International 7600 - Manhole
Rehab, 6x4, (43,000 miles) - 24' aluminum box body, nose cone inside
attic, inside heater for box body, carries 8 pallets of material comfortably,
fitted w/35D Spraymate cement mixer
and pump by Strong Manufacturing.
Additional equipment and accessories
which includes: a 1993 trailer mounted 35D Spraymate cement mixer and
pump by Strong Manufacturing, a
2009 Hy-Flex trailer mount cement
pump and a 2002 sand blaster. This
is a self-contained, turn-key operation for manhole/structuring rehab.
............... PRICED TO SELL $150,000
Please contact Frank Klima
440-585-5757, OH
frankk@lakecountysewer.com

C02

Liquid vacs, wet/dry industrial vacs, combination jetter/vacs, vacuum street sweeper & catch basin cleaner, truck & trailer
mounted jetters. All available for daily,
weekly, monthly, and yearly rentals. VSI
Rentals, LLC, (888)VAC-UNIT (822-8648)
www.vsirentalsllc.com
(CBM)

SERVICE/REPAIR
Dynamic Repairs - Inspection Camera
Repairs: 48-hr. turn-around time. General
Wire, Ratech, Ridgid, Electric Eel, Gator
Cams, Insight Vision, Vision Intruders.
Quality service on all brands. Rental equipment available. For more info. call Jack at
973-478-0893. Lodi, New Jersey. www.
dynamicrepairs.biz
(CBM)

TOOLS
T&T Tools: Probes, Hooks. Probes feature
steel shafts with threaded and hardened
tips. The insulated Mighty Probe™ tested
to 50,000 volts. Top Poppers™ open manhole covers easily. Free catalog. www.
TandTtools.com. Phone 800-521-6893.
(CBM)

Cobra Technologies Mainline Sewer
Camera can be used in a UTV or installed
in a truck 2 sets of controllers to be able
to move between truck and UTV. Has
stuff to mount controls in cab of an UTV
and in truck. Office computer with Cims
9 CDL 9000 data logger, sunlight readable monitor and keyboard, PTZ camera,
C801 Crawler, 1000' of mainline cable 8" to 48" capabilities, extra set of tracks,
big wheel set, camera elevator manhole
roller system. Was only used less than
15,000 LF. Will crate up to assist with
shipping. Call Matt 618-566-3003 or
email matt@midwestvacproducts.com
for pricing. IL
(C02)
USED Envirosight ROVVER Sewer Inspection Crawler: Overhauled with new parts
and ready to run. Includes automatic cable reel, pan/tilt/zoom camera, steerable
6-wheel-drive tractor with various wheel
sets, controls, and accessories. Call for
pricing 973-252-6700
(CBM)
PEARPOINT — Mainliner buying & selling
used equipment. Canada & USA PEARPOINT MAINLINE EQUIPMENT ONLY. Will
buy complete Pearpoint trucks. Will buy
your old system. Do you need parts? 399,
599 reels; 420, 448 tractors: 494 digital and
zoom 420 light heads. Call 800-265-4298
or mainliner2075@hotmail.com
(CBM)
NEED TRACTION? We make aftermarket
gritted/gripping pads for all chain-driven
camera transporters. Custom fabrication
secured to a high-quality, nickel-plated
carbon-steel chain that doesn’t stretch.
Also have non-gritted pads, wheels, and
tires for all different brands. Pad samples upon request. Pipe Tool Specialties LLC: 888-390-6794; Fax 888-3906670; pipetoolspecialties.com or email
pts4422llc@gmail.com
(CBM)
CAMERA OPERATORS, STOP SPINNING
YOUR WHEELS IN GREASY PIPE! Aftermarket gritted polymer wheels, steel carbide wheels, gritted and treaded tracks,
tow cables, kiel sticks and more. Fitting
Aries, CUES, Envirosight, Ibak, Rausch,
RST, Schwalm & IDTec. ORDER TODAY
at
www.TruGritTraction.com;
info@
trugrittraction.com; 407-900-1091(CBM)
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see photos in color at www.cleaner.com

VACUUM EQUIPMENT

marketplace ADVERTISING
WANTED
PIPE INSPECTION SOFTWARE license
wanted - WinCan, POSM, PipeLogix - Old
versions OK - Call 407-702-7266. (C01)

WATERBLASTING
20,000 - 55,000 psi Sapphire Nozzles,
OS4, OS6, OS7 replacements, UHP hoses
& replacement parts. Excellent quality &
prices. 772-286-1218, info@alljetting.com,
www.alljetting.com.
(CBM)

Liquid ring pump for sale,
Dietmarkaiser VPC 80 M, also water
towers and cyclones. This was a
takeoff from a Keith Huber Berringer
2, was in working order when
removed. Make an offer. Located in
Florida.
Call Paul 941-421-2626 C01

Cleaner

AVERAGE MONTHLY
CIRCULATION REACHES

21,000+
READERS!

List your equipment
in the pages of Cleaner!

cleaner.com/classifieds/place-ad

Fresh

Content

IS KEY TO YOUR COMPANY’S
MARKETING STRATEGY...

LOTS OF IT.

COLE Media’s content
generation team specializes
in custom-built, affordable
solutions exclusively tailored
to ﬁt your needs.

800.257.7222 | cole-media.com
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marketplace ADVERTISING
Let Us Build Your

JETTER

We Repair:
General Wire, Ratech, RIDGID, Hathorn Corp.
Electric Eel, GatorCams, Vision Intruders
and Vivax Inspection Cameras,
Locators, Command Modules and Cables

Find Leaks &
Sources of Odor
Fast • Inexpensive • Easy
Diesel
Propane
Gas
Hot or
Cold

Superior 5E Electric Smoker

Rental Equipment Available
Smoke Candles

866-944-3569

New & Refurbished Inspection
Equipment For Sale

SealPacs

SuperiorSignal.com/Cleaner

Join A National Brand: www.RooterMan.com

INSPECTION CAMERAS
ARE OUR

ONLY BUSINESS!

973-478-0893

NO ROYALTY
ON PERCENTAGE
OF SALES

DYNAMIC REPAIRS

Franchise
Package
$

Daily & Weekly Rates

Ask
About
Our
48-Hr.
Turn
Around
Time

40 Arnot St., Unit 20
Lodi, NJ 07644

3,975

dynamiccablerepairs@yahoo.com

www.dynamicrepairs.biz

DYE TRACERS

NSF

®

Solutions for:

Certified to
ANSI/NSF 60

• Infiltration
• Septic Systems
• Cross Connection
• Leaks and more...

Your source for
TVB Products
and Service

Division of Kingscote Chemicals

Use code CLE21 for 10% off your next order

A PROPANE TORCH, 2 GALLONS OF WATER

AMAZING ARCTIC BLASTER

www.brightdyes.com • 1-800-394-0678

THAT’S ALL YOU NEED TO SEE FAST, SAFE
AND ECONOMICAL THAWING RESULTS.

•Thaws pipes above
& below ground
•Use on plastic,
copper or ABS
•Perfect for
roof drains &
conduit thawing

•Will have the job done before most
thawing devices are ready to work.
•Perfect for Public Works,
Plumbers, electricians,
Septic Pumpers,
Drain Cleaners

ARCTIC BLASTERS INC.
SUNDRE, ALBERTA

403.638.3934 • ArcticBlaster.com

Your #1 Supplier of
Sewer Inspection
Cables, Connectors, and Pigtails

Follow Cleaner
on

www.facebook.com/CleanerMag twitter.com/#!/CleanerMagazine

3499FB
115' Heavy Duty Cable
Self-leveling Camera Head F 512Hz Sonde
Distance Counter F Color Video Recording

2595 Complete

$

Authorized TVB Tech
Stocking Distributor

504.738.7833
sales@oceanquipconnectors.com
www.oceanquipconnectors.com

c InspectorCameras.com
Z 603.267.0400
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